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Abstract
Dephosphorylation of the Cdc2 kinase by the Cdc25 tyrosine phosphatase is the
universally conserved trigger for mitotic entry. Cdc25 is also the point of convergence
for checkpoint signaling pathways which monitor the genome for damaged DNA and
incomplete replication. In addition, Cdc25 is inhibited by a MAP kinase cascade in the
event of osmotic, oxidative and/or heat stress. These pathways inhibit cell cycle
progression by phosphorylating Cdc25 resulting in its association with 14-3-3 and
nuclear export. Although Cdc25 can be observed leaving the nucleus following
inhibitory signals it is controversial whether phosphorylation, 14-3-3 binding or export
itself is required for checkpoint proficiency. In fission yeast, Cdc25 is phosphorylated in
vitro on 12 serine and threonine residues by the effector kinase of the DNA replication
checkpoint, Cds1. Nine of these residues reside in the N-terminal regulatory region,
while three are found in the extreme C-terminus of the protein. We show here that
phosphorylation of the nine N-terminal residues, nor any of the 12 in vitro sites, are
required for enforcement of the DNA replication checkpoint. In lieu of Cdc25
phosphorylation the phosphatase is rapidly degraded and mitotic entry prevented by the
action of the Mik1 kinase, targeting Cdc2. Thus, multiple mechanisms exist for
preventing mitotic entry when S-phase progression is inhibited. The three C-terminal in
vitro phosphorylation sites have not previously been examined in fission yeast. However,
homology exists between the S. pombe protein and the Cdc25 orthologues in humans,
Xenopus and Drosophila in this region. We report here that in S. pombe these sites are
required to prevent mitotic entry following replication arrest in the absence of Mik1, and
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in the maintenance, but not establishment, of arrest following DNA damage. Our
previous work showed that Cdc25 nuclear import requires the Sal3 importin-β but at the
time we were unable to show a direct interaction between these two proteins. The final
chapter of this thesis proves physical interaction by co-immunoprecipitation. Cdc25
mutants lacking all twelve putative Cds1 sites show nuclear localization during mitosis in
a sal3- background, effectively reversing the cell cycle regulated pattern of accumulation
of the phosphatase.
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Chapter 1:
General Introduction
The eukaryotic cell cycle consists of alternating periods of DNA replication and
DNA segregation, separated by so called Gap Phases where the cell accumulates
resources and constructs cellular components. Progression through a cycle requires a
tightly regulated core cell cycle machine which in turn is under surveillance by a
succession of checkpoint pathways monitoring important transitions. Additional
pathways exist to influence progression of the cycle in the event of changing
environmental and nutritional conditions, as well as exposure to DNA damage. Failure
of any step in this highly choreographed process can lead to death of the cell. Tight
regulation is required to maintain genetic stability; in multi-cellular organisms loss of
genome integrity is one of the hallmarks of cell transformation and cancer.
1.1 Cyclins and Cyclin Dependent Kinases.
The unraveling of the core mechanisms by which a cell regulates its growth and
division required contributions from disparate sources, ultimately culminating in the
identification of Cyclin Dependent Kinases (CDKs), their Cyclin binding partners and
regulators.
The existence of CDKs was first suggested by studies of amphibian oocyte
maturation into unfertilized eggs (reviewed in Maller, 1985; Maller, 1990). Oocytes
harvested from the ovaries of the frogs are arrested in meiosis I at the G2/M boundary.
Upon receiving the proper stimuli the oocyte completes the first meiotic division and
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arrests once more at metaphase II as “mature” oocytes. When cytoplasm from mature
oocytes, was injected into meiosis I arrested oocytes it induced maturation of the
recipient oocyte (Masui and Markert, 1971; Smith and Ecker, 1971). This experiment
suggested the existence of a factor which was dubbed MPF (variously Maturation
Promoting Factor, Mitosis Promoting Factor). MPF was purified from Xenopus oocytes
and subsequently shown to contain three proteins: Cdc2 (Dunphy et al., 1988), CyclinB
(Evans et al., 1983; Gautier et al., 1990) and Suc1 (Brizuela et al., 1987; Patra et al.,
1999).
Contemporaneously, mutations in the yeasts Schizosaccharomyces pombe and
Saccharomyces cerevisea that cause cell cycle arrest were being analyzed. The “cell
division cycle” (cdc-) mutants were identified by screening for temperature sensitive
yeast mutants that uniformly arrested their cell cycle progression at a particular stage
(Hartwell et al., 1970; Hartwell et al., 1973; Nurse et al., 1976). This allowed
categorization of the mutants by the cell cycle transition or process to which they
contributed. A second class of mutant which divided at a reduced length (the wee
phenotype) was also isolated (Nurse, 1975).
The universality of the central mitotic machinery can be seen from the functional
homology studies showing that regulators from one organism can function in another.
For instance, human Cdc2 can complement loss of S. pombe Cdc2 (MacNeill and Nurse,
1993) and Saccharomyces cerevisiae CDC28 (Elledge and Spottswood, 1991). Although
S. pombe cdc2 cannot compliment the CDK homologue CDC28 in S. cerevisiae, the
2

nucleotide sequences of these two genes are similar enough that they can hybridize in a
Southern blot (Beach et al., 1982).
1.2 The Fission Yeast Cell Cycle
Fission yeast cells grow by elongation at the tips followed by deposition of a
medial septum and cytokinesis. In an asynchronous culture the majority of cells (70%)
are in G2 phase, accumulating mass in preparation for entry into mitosis (Nurse et al.,
1976). The G1 phase is very short and DNA synthesis is typically completed by the time
cytokinesis has finished. Genetic backgrounds with a wee phenotype contain a
significant proportion of G1 cells as small size at division results in daughter cells that
are below the threshold for entry into S-phase (Fantes and Nurse, 1978). The primary
control over cell size is enforced during G2, preventing cells from entering mitosis until
they have reached a cell size threshold (reviewed by Rupes et al., 2001). In contrast,
budding yeast cells have an observable G1 and G2, but G1 size control is emphasized
(Slater et al., 1977).
1.2.1 Regulation of the G2/M transition
The universally conserved regulatory step for entry into mitosis is the
dephosphorylation of Cdc2 tyrosine 15 (Gould and Nurse, 1989; Morla et al., 1989).
While Tyr15 is phosphorylated Cdc2 is inactive and the cell remains in G2. When Tyr15
is de-phosphorylated, the cell enters mitosis (Figure 1.1). Regulation of the timing of
mitotic entry is determined by the activation of Cdc2 by the activity of kinases and
phosphatases directed against Cdc2.
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Figure 1.1: Regulation of Cdc2 by cyclin binding, phosphorylation and
dephosphorylation during the Schizosaccharomyces pombe cell cycle.
i. At the G2/M transition Cdc25 and Pyp3 dephosphorylate tyrosine 15 on Cdc2 bound to
the cyclin Cdc13, activating it and inducing mitotic entry. Cdc2 phosphorylates and
further activates Cdc25 in a positive feedback loop. ii. As the cells complete mitosis,
Cdc2 T167 is dephosphorylated by PP2C. iii. At mitotic exit and early G1 Cdc13 is
tagged for ubiquitination. Cdc2 is phosphorylated on T167 by the Mcs6/Mcs2 Cdk
activating kinase. iv. Cdc2 bound to cyclins Cig1 and Cig2 drive the G1/S transition
followed by Cig1/2 proteolysis. Cdc2 then binds the Cdc13 cyclin, and is phosphorylated
on Y15 by the Mik1 kinase to place the cyclin/Cdk complex in an inactive state. v.
Through G2 Cdc2 is kept inactive by the action of the Wee1 kinase until such time as the
cell has passed the cell size threashold for mitotic entry.
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1.2.2 Cdc2 and the Cyclins.
The original allele of Cdc2 (cdc2-33) was unique in that it was the only cdcmutant that arrested in G1 and G2 (Nurse and Bissett, 1981) indicating functions at both
of these transitions. The cell cycle stage specific functions of Cdc2 are regulated through
its association with a number of paralogous cyclin proteins, so called because of the
cyclic accumulation of their mRNA and peptides. The particular cyclin associated with
Cdc2 determines substrate specificity of the complex (Peeper et al., 1993). While the
cellular concentration of Cdc2 remains constant (Durkacz et al., 1986) each cyclin
oscillates as the cells progress through the cell cycle, being destroyed once the function
of that Cyclin/Cdc2 complex has been completed. Cdc2 lacks an NLS of its own, but is
localized to the nucleus through its interaction with cyclins (Decottignies et al., 2001).
During G2 and early mitosis, Cdc2 is found associated with the B-type cyclin,
Cdc13, requiring this interaction for both its nuclear localization and catalytic activity
during mitosis (Booher et al., 1989; Moreno et al., 1989). Cdc2 phosphorylates a wide
variety of substrates following the G2/M transition. Ubersax et al., (2003) identified 180
budding yeast proteins which are phosphorylated by the Cdc2 homologue CDC28. These
substrates are variously involved in regulation of chromosome condensation, spindle
assembly, mitotic exit, and regulation of CDC28 itself. In cells where nuclear envelope
breakdown precedes chromosome segregation, Cdc2 phosphorylates nuclear pore
complexes and nuclear lamins to induce destruction of the nuclear membrane (reviewed
by Gavet and Pines, 2010). Cdc13 protein and mRNA levels oscillate through the cell
5

cycle, reaching a maximum concentration prior to mitotic entry (Creanor and Mitchison,
1996) followed by degradation after anaphase (Moreno et al., 1989). Features in the 5’
UTR of the cdc13 mRNA rate-limit the accumulation of the peptide and ties its
production to the overall translational capacity of the cell (Daga and Jimenez, 1999).
Although Cdc13 is phosphorylated in vivo, it is unknown how this modification might
affect its activity or localization (Ren et al., 2005). Human CyclinB1 is phosphorylated
within its nuclear export signal, obscuring this motif, and resulting in nuclear
accumulation of the protein (Yang et al., 2001). At mitotic exit, Cdc13 is ubiquitinated
by the Anaphase Promoting Complex (APC) and targeted to the proteasome for
degradation (Blanco et al., 2000; Yamano et al., 1996).
In addition to cyclin binding, Cdc2 activity requires an essential 13kDa
interacting protein called Suc1 (Basi and Draetta, 1995; Brizuela et al., 1987; Ducommun
et al., 1991a; Hindley et al., 1987). Suc1 appears to have an inhibitory role since the
activity of fission yeast Cdc2/Cdc13 complexes isolated from suc1- conditional mutants
is 15-fold higher than those isolated from suc1+ (Basi and Draetta, 1995). Analysis of
suc1 deletion strains suggests a role after mitotic entry, as null mutants arrest with
condensed chromosomes and mitotic spindles (Moreno et al., 1989). Some mutant alleles
of cdc13 (cdc13-117) arrest with a similar phenotype (Hagan et al., 1988; Nasmyth and
Nurse, 1981).
Cdc2 activity and stability of the Cdc2-Cdc13-Suc1 complex requires
phosphorylation of Cdc2 on threonine 167 (Ducommun et al., 1991b; Gould et al., 1991).
6

Threonine 167 phosphorylation is catalyzed by a CAK (CDK-activating kinase) complex
involving the cyclin dependent kinase Mcs6 (aka Crk1, Mop1) and Mcs2, a C-type cyclin
homologue (Buck et al., 1995; Damagnez et al., 1995). In addition to phosphorylation of
Cdc2, this complex is able to phosphorylate and activate RNA polymerase II by
phosphorylation of its C-terminal domain (CTD) (Buck et al., 1995). A second essential
S. pombe C-type cyclin, Pch1, is involved in CTD phosphorylation, but does not have a
cell cycle role (Furnari et al., 1997). Fission yeast Cdk9 has been shown to bind Pch1,
the Pcm1 CAP methyl transferase and Pct1 RNA triphosphatase (Pei et al., 2003; Pei et
al., 2006). Dephosphorylation of the Cdc2 T-loop (Thr-167) is required for inactivation
of the Cdc2 kinase as cells progress through anaphase (Lorca et al., 1992). In
mammalian cells, the dual-specificity phosphatase KAP is able to dephosphorylate this
residue (Gyuris et al., 1993; Hannon et al., 1994). Work in budding yeast suggests that
the majority of the T-loop phosphatase activity is accounted for by PP2C homologues
PTC2 and PTC3 (Cheng et al., 1999). An analogous function for S. pombe PP2C
homologues has not yet been shown.
Cdc13 was the only cyclin to be identified in the original screens for cell cycle
mutants in S. pombe. Even before its molecular identity was known, it was obvious that
Cdc13 was not involved in all the functions of Cdc2, such as progression through G1
(Booher and Beach, 1987). S. pombe has two B-type cyclins in addition to Cdc13, Cig1
and Cig2, which were cloned based on their ability to rescue budding yeast cyclin
mutants (Bueno et al., 1991; Bueno and Russell, 1993; Connolly and Beach, 1994). Cells
7

lacking Cig1 or Cig2 have difficulty initiating S-phase (Connolly and Beach, 1994;
Mondesert et al., 1996). Cig2 additionally appears to negatively regulate mating as cig2mutants show a hyper-fertile phenotype (Connolly and Beach, 1994).
The Rum1 protein acts to inhibit Cdc2-Cdc13 complexes in order to prevent
mitotic entry prior to replicating DNA (Correa-Bordes and Nurse, 1995; Labib et al.,
1995). Rum1 peptide and mRNA levels oscillate during the cell cycle, reaching
maximum levels from Anaphase through entry to S-phase where it is ubiquitinated and
degraded (Benito et al., 1998). In vitro, Rum1 is able to completely inhibit Cdc2-Cdc13
complexes, but not Cdc2-Cig1 or Cdc2-Cig2 complexes (Correa-Bordes and Nurse,
1995; Martin-Castellanos et al., 1996). Rum1 is phosphorylated and inactivated by
Cdc2-Cig1 (Benito et al., 1998).
An S. pombe A-type cyclin, puc1, was cloned based on its ability to suppress
mating, accelerate G1 progression, and suppress the loss of the CLN cyclins in S.
cerevisiae (Forsburg and Nurse, 1994). Puc1 appears to participate in the negative
regulation of Rum1 in response to nutrient availability (Forsburg and Nurse, 1994).
When shifted from a rich nitrogen source to a poor one S. pombe cells accelerate mitotic
entry and divide at a smaller size (Fantes and Nurse, 1977; Fantes and Nurse, 1978;
Young and Fantes, 1987). Daughter cells are then below the size threshold for S-phase
entry and must delay in a Rum1 dependent manner. Cdc2-Puc1 is able to phosphorylate
and destabilize Rum1, but is not inhibited by it, resulting in progression through G1/S
(Martin-Castellanos et al., 2000).
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Cdc13 is the only essential Cyclin in fission yeast; simultaneous deletion of cig1,
cig2 and puc1 is not lethal (Fisher and Nurse, 1996; Hagan et al., 1988; MartinCastellanos et al., 2000).
1.2.3 Regulation of Cdc25
The Cdc25 dual specificity phosphatase activates cyclin-Cdk complexes by
dephosphorylating Y15 (Gautier et al., 1991; Honda et al., 1993; Jessus and Beach, 1992;
Kumagai and Dunphy, 1991; Lee et al., 1992; Russell and Nurse, 1986; Sebastian et al.,
1993; Strausfeld et al., 1991). Although S. pombe and S. cerevisiae each have only one
Cdc25 phosphatase, duplication and divergence has resulted in expansion of the Cdc25
family in multicellular organisms. Cdc25 homologues in multicellular organisms were
first cloned based on homology to S. pombe Cdc25 and S. cerevisiae MIH1 using
degenerate PCR primers targeting the conserved catalytic domain (Sadhu et al., 1990).
Vertebrates have three Cdc25 paralogues: Cdc25A, Cdc25B and Cdc25C (Galaktionov
and Beach, 1991; Nagata et al., 1991; Sadhu et al., 1990; Wickramasinghe et al., 1995).
In human cells, Cdk4 and Cdk6 associate with D-type cyclins and operate early in
G1 by phosphorylating the retinoblastoma protein (Rb) (Sherr and Roberts, 1999; Figure
1.2). Rb inhibits transcription of genes required for cell cycle progression by binding to
the transcription factor E2F (Dyson, 1998; Vidal and Koff, 2000; Weinberg, 1995).
Upon Rb phosphorylation, E2F is released and targets such as cyclinE and cyclinA are
then transcribed (Lundberg and Weinberg, 1998; Sherr and Roberts, 1999). Cdk2
becomes active in late G1 by binding to cyclinE (Sherr and Roberts, 1999; Sherr and
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Roberts, 2004). Cdk2-cyclinE activation results in complete inhibition of Rb and allows
the cell to pass the G1/S boundary. Cdk2 complexed with cyclinA is required for the
progression of S-phase, as it phosphorylates and activates DNA replication proteins such
as Cdc6 (Coverley et al., 2000; Petersen et al., 1999). Cdc25A primarily functions early
in the cell cycle by dephosphorylating Cdk2-CyclinE and Cdk2-cyclinA (Blomberg and
Hoffmann, 1999). Following completion of S-phase, Cdk2-cyclinA is also
dephosphorylated by Cdc25B (Lammer et al., 1998). Cdk2-cyclinA then phosphorylates
and activates Cdc25B resulting in a positive feedback loop which triggers mitotic entry
(Mitra and Enders, 2004). Cdc25B activates Cdk1-cyclinA before being phosphorylated
by Cdk1-cyclinA leading to its own destruction (Baldin et al., 1997; Cans et al., 1999;
Lammer et al., 1998). Next, Cdk1-CyclinA phosphorylates Cdc25C which goes on to
activate Cdk1-cyclinB complexes (Karlsson et al., 1999; Lindqvist et al., 2005). Cdc25C
is not explicitly required for mitosis as siRNA knockdown of this protein does not affect
mitotic entry (Lindqvist et al., 2005). Some functional redundancy is evident as mouse
lines lacking Cdc25B (Lincoln et al., 2002), Cdc25C (Chen et al., 2001), and both
Cdc25B and Cdc25C (Ferguson et al., 2005) are viable. The only phenotype of note is
that female cdc25B-/- mice are sterile due to an inability of their oocytes to undergo
maturation (Lincoln et al., 2002).
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Figure 1.2: Cyclin-dependent kinase and Cdc25 paralogue activation during the
mammalian cell cycle.
i. The Rb protein prevents cell cycle progression by transcriptional repression of CyclinE
and CyclinA. ii. Upon stimulation with mitogens Cdk4/CyclinD and Cdk6/CyclinD
inactivate Rb allowing CyclinE and CyclinA to accumulate. iii. Cdk2/cyclinE completes
the inhibition of Rb, and activates Cdc25A. iv. Cdc25A activates Cdk2/cyclinA to drive
DNA synthesis. v. Cdc25B becomes active preceeding the G2/M transition, activating
Cdk1/cyclinA and Cdk1/cyclinB, the former feeding back to destabilize Cdc25B. vi.
Cdk1/cyclinB is fully activated by positive feedback loops with Cdc25C and Cdc25A and
phosphorylates its mitotic targets resulting in cell division.
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S. pombe Cdc25 is subject to myriad forms of regulation in keeping with its
critical role in mitotic initiation, many of which are conserved in higher eukaryotes.
Cdc25 protein and mRNA levels are cyclical, accumulating through G2, reaching their
peak as cells enter mitosis and then decreasing to basal levels in G1 and G2 (Ducommun
et al., 1990; Moreno et al., 1990). Cdc25 translation is rate-limited by features in the 5’
un-translated region (UTR), which function to link translation initiation to nutrient
availability (Daga and Jimenez, 1999). Destabilization of Cdc25 protein following
dephosphorylation by Clp1 after mitosis targets it for proteolysis by the APC (Esteban et
al., 2004; Esteban et al., 2008). Cdc25 stability is also negatively regulated by the
ubiquitin ligase Pub1 (Nefsky and Beach, 1996). Cdc25 protein localization is important
for its function as a mitotic inducer as its substrate, the Cdc2-Cdc13 complex, is
constitutively nuclear (Decottignies et al., 2001). Nuclear import is accomplished
through interaction with importin-β Sal3 (Chua et al., 2002). Cdc25 nuclear export is
leptomycinB sensitive (Zeng and Piwnica-Worms, 1999) and therefore dependent on the
Crm1 nuclear export factor (Fukuda et al., 1997). The regulation of Cdc25 activity and
localization by the DNA damage and replication checkpoints, and its interaction with the
Stress Activated MAP (SAPK) kinase pathway will be discussed in detail below.
Mutants of cdc25 were originally isolated in the initial cdc- screen in S. pombe
and later also as allosuppressors, able to enhance nonsense suppression by the mutant
tRNA sup3-5 (Nurse and Thuriaux, 1984; Thuriaux et al., 1976). Importin-β Sal3 was
initially identified by mutation in the same allosuppressor screen and later identified as
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the importin for Cdc25 (Chua et al., 2002). This interaction shows a connection between
Cdc25, its nuclear import and the mRNA translation machinery which has yet to be fully
explained.
Full activation of Cdc2 requires a positive feedback loop with Cdc25 (Hoffmann
et al., 1993; Izumi et al., 1992). Xenopus and Human Cdc25C are phosphorylated on
multiple sites at G2/M (Izumi and Maller, 1993; Strausfeld et al., 1994). Cdc25B is
activated by Cdk1-cyclinB (Nishijima et al., 1997). At S-phase entry Cdc25A is
phosphorylated and activated by Cdk2-cyclinE (Hoffmann et al., 1994), but not Cdk2cyclinA. Cdk1/cyclinB phosphorylates Cdc25A following the G2/M transition,
stabilizing the phosphatase (Mailand et al., 2002). Conversely, phosphorylation of
Cdc25B by Cdk1-cyclinA results in its degradation (Baldin et al., 1997; Cans et al.,
1999). Interestingly, Cdk1-cyclinA cannot induce degradation of Cdc25B which has been
previously phosphorylated by Cdk1-cyclinB (Cans et al., 1999). The in vivo Cdc2
activation phosphorylation sites in S. pombe Cdc25 have not been published. However,
mutating the phosphorylatable residues in all 7 S/TP motifs in the N-terminal regulatory
region of Cdc25 prevents its phosphorylation by Cdc2 (Wolfe and Gould, 2004).
In Xenopus oocytes it was observed that Cdc25C can still be phosphorylated in
oocyte extracts from which all Cdk1 and Cdk2 had been removed (Izumi and Maller,
1995). One kinase responsible was later found to be the Xenopus homologue of Polo
kinase, Plx1 (Kumagai and Dunphy, 1996). Polo kinase phosphorylation in Xenopus
(Plx1) and mammals (Plk) is required for activation of MPF (Karaiskou et al., 1998; Qian
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et al., 2001; Roshak et al., 2000). In S. pombe Polo (Plo1) kinase activation occurs
downstream of Cdc2 Tyr 15 dephosphorylation (Karaiskou et al., 1998; Karaiskou et al.,
1999). Polo kinase phosphorylation of Cdc25 requires that the phosphatase has been
previously phosphorylated and activated by Cdk1 (Elia et al., 2003a; Elia et al., 2003b).
The phosphorylation of Cdc25C by Plx1 is antagonized by PP2A activity (Karaiskou et
al., 1999). There are phosphorylation sites on Cdc25C which are phosphorylated at
mitotic entry which are targets of neither Cdc2 nor Polo (Kumagai and Dunphy, 1996).
Thus, additional kinases must be acting on the Cdc25C phosphatase at this time.
Depleting Xenopus egg extracts of Plx1 and Cdc2 only removes 20% of Cdc25C
phosphorylating activity (Wang et al., 2007).
In mammalian cells Polo functions both in the positive feedback loop for Cdc2
activation by activating Cdc25 as well as participating in the activation of the APC
following the anaphase/metaphase transition (reviewed by Xie et al., 2005). S. pombe
cells lacking Plo1 arrest in mitosis with a mono-polar spindle and are unable to form
actomyosin rings (Mulvihill and Hyams, 2002; Ohkura et al., 1995). This suggests that
this kinase functions after mitotic entry in fission yeast. Localization of Pol1 to the
spindle pole body is one of the earliest events in mitosis (Mulvihill et al., 1999). Cells
arrested in G2 by temperature sensitive cdc25 and cdc2 mutations do not have Plo1 on
their spindle pole bodies, suggesting that this localization occurs subsequent to mitotic
entry (Mulvihill et al., 1999). A dominant mutation in spindle pole body component
Cut12 (cut12-s11, aka stf1-1) causes Plo1 localization to the SPBs in interphase, and
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completely bypasses the requirement for Cdc25 in mitotic entry (Bridge et al., 1998;
Hudson et al., 1990; Mulvihill et al., 1999). Premature Plo1 localization to the SPB
creates a positive feedback loop with Cdc2 activating it in spite of Y15 phosphorylation
(MacIver et al., 2003).
The stress activated MAP kinase Spc1 can alter the timing of mitotic entry by
phosphorylating Plo1 (Petersen and Hagan, 2005). When S. pombe cells are shifted from
a rich nitrogen source (glutamate) to a poor source (proline) the mitotic size threshold is
reduced and cells divide at a shorter length (Fantes and Nurse, 1977). This signal is
transmitted to Spc1 by inhibiting Pyp2 accumulation, a negative regulator of Spc1 via
dephosphorylation of tyrosine 173. This is achieved by up-regulation of Gcn2, a negative
regulator of translation downstream of Tor1 (Petersen and Nurse, 2007). Increased Spc1
signaling results in the phosphorylation of Plo1-S402, followed by Cdc2
dephosphorylation through activation of the Cdc2-Cdc25 amplification loop (Petersen
and Nurse, 2007).
In vertebrate cells a growing number of cell cycle regulatory proteins have been
shown to localize to the spindle pole bodies (centrosomes in higher organisms). A subpopulation of Cdc25C localizes to centrosomes (Bonnet et al., 2008; Busch et al., 2007)
as does Cdc25B (Dutertre et al., 2004; Mirey et al., 2005). It has been reported that the
first Cdk1/cyclinB complexes to be activated at mitotic entry are those localized to the
centrosomes (Jackman et al., 2003) and dephosphorylated by Cdc25B (Lindqvist et al.,
2005). Checkpoint effectors Chk1 (Kramer et al., 2004) and Chk2 (Cds1) (Tsvetkov et
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al., 2003; discussed below) have also been detected at the SPB suggesting their inhibition
of Cdc25 mediated Cdc2 Y15 dephosphorylation occurs at this location. SPB
localization of S. pombe Cdc25 has not been reported in the literature. However, the
Cut12 protein, dominant alleles of which are able to suppress loss of Cdc25, is found at
the spindle pole where it plays an important role in Plo1 regulation (Bridge et al., 1998;
MacIver et al., 2003).
The Cdc25-activating Cdc2 phosphorylations are reversed by the Clp1
phosphatase (Wolfe and Gould, 2004). In this way Clp1 helps promote Cdc2 inactivation
at mitotic exit, but by dephosphorylation and destabilization of Cdc25, rather than by
destabilization of CyclinB/Cdc13 (Esteban et al., 2004; Esteban et al., 2004; Trautmann
et al., 2001). Clp1 mediated dephosphorylation of Cdc25 is required for its ubiquitination
by Pub1 and subsequent proteolysis (Esteban et al., 2008; Wolfe and Gould, 2004). The
S115 and S320 phosphorylations on Cdc25A carried out by Cdk1/cyclinB after entry into
mitosis are reversed by the human Cdc14A (Clp1) homologue (Esteban et al., 2006). In
mammalian cells, the PP2A subunit B56δ removes phosphate from T130 of Cdc25C
during mitosis to inactivate the phosphatase during mitotic exit (Forester et al., 2007). At
mitotic exit, Cdk1 phosphorylations on Cdc25C are removed by PP2A phosphatase
(Clarke et al., 1993).
1.2.4 Regulation of Wee1/Mik1
The Wee1 protein is periodically expressed, peaking during S and G2, and low
during M and G1 (Aligue et al., 1997). Interestingly, Cdc2 is not an in vitro substrate of
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Wee1 unless it is in a complex with Cdc13 (Featherstone and Russell, 1991; Parker et al.,
1992). Thus, Cdc2 becomes active as it associates with cyclins other than Cdc13, rather
than awaiting dephosphorylation by Cdc25. Wee1 binds to Suc1-sepharose beads in vitro
(Parker et al., 1992) and so may be a stable member of the Cdc2-Cdc13-Suc1 complex.
When starved of nutrients S. pombe cells compensate by reducing their size at
division. The signal to reduce the G2 cell size threshold is transmitted through the
inhibition of the Wee1 kinase by Cdr1 and Cdr2 (Coleman et al., 1993; Feilotter et al.,
1991; Kanoh and Russell, 1998; Parker et al., 1993; Young and Fantes, 1987). These
genes were first identified as mutants that fail to reduce their cell size to the degree seen
in wildtype cells in response to nitrogen starvation; a phenotype dubbed cdr (changed
division response). Cdr1 is not defective in the reduction of cell size but remains
significantly larger than wildtype cells under conditions of nitrogen starvation and is
delayed at establishing a G1 arrest in response to low nitrogen (Belenguer et al., 1995;
Belenguer et al., 1997).
Cells lacking cdr1 are viable, but elongated during logarithmic growth
demonstrating a role as a mitotic inducer in unperturbed conditions. The wee1-50
mutation is epistatic to the cdr1- cell length phenotype (Russell and Nurse, 1987a) and
show strong negative interactions with cdc25 mutations (Feilotter et al., 1991)
demonstrating that Cdr1 regulates mitotic entry through inhibition of Wee1 activity.
Inhibition of Wee1 by Cdr1 is by direct interaction and Wee1 phosphorylation (Coleman
et al., 1993; Wu and Russell, 1993). Nif1 acts upstream of Cdr1 but is not essential and
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modestly increases cell length when lost, however its function is not known (Wu and
Russell, 1997).
Cdr2 is non-essential but cdr2- cells are elongated during logarithmic growth,
enter stationary phase from G2, and show cytokinesis defects when grown at elevated
temperatures (Breeding et al., 1998). The cdr2- cytokinesis defects cannot be suppressed
by mutants of wee1 suggesting that Cdr2 acts on a different substrate for this function.
Cdr2 protein levels are negatively regulated by nitrogen starvation (Kanoh and Russell,
1998).
Cdr2 has been shown to regulate the Mid1 protein (Almonacid et al., 2009) , a
factor required for marking the cell midpoint and for proper recruitment of myosin ring
component Myo2 to the future site of septation (Chang et al., 1996; Motegi et al., 2004;
Sohrmann et al., 1996; Wu et al., 2003). Mid1 is localized to the nucleus through
interphase and is phosphorylated by Plo1 resulting in its nuclear export (Bahler et al.,
1998). Upon export, Mid1 is restricted to a cortical band by the Cdr2 kinase (Almonacid
et al., 2009) which localized to a series of cortical nodes prior to mitotic entry (Morrell et
al., 2004). Cdr1 localizes to these structures in a Cdr2 dependent manner (Moseley et al.,
2009). The kinase Pom1 is anchored to the “new end” of the cell (Bahler and Pringle,
1998). Cells lacking Pom1 show an asymmetrical localization of Mid1 and Cdr2
extending from the middle of the cell towards the non-growing cell end (Celton-Morizur
et al., 2006; Moseley et al., 2009). A second, as yet unidentified, regulatory factor may
be required for restricting Cdr2 localization from the growing cell end (Padte et al.,
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2006). Interestingly, the Cdr1 inhibitor Nif1 has been shown to also localize to cell ends,
often at the opposite end from Pom1 (Martin and Berthelot-Grosjean, 2009; Wu and
Russell, 1997). Pom1 forms a gradient radiating from each new cell end such that it is
present in the cortex region of small cells, but absent in the centre of large cells (Martin
and Berthelot-Grosjean, 2009; Moseley et al., 2009). In this way, Pom1 may represent a
link between cell length and mitotic entry where cell growth reduces the medial
concentration of Pom1 until threshold Cdr2 activity is reached resulting in Wee1
inhibition and Cdc2 activation.
In fission yeast, a second tyrosine kinase, called Mik1, has been shown to
phosphorylate Cdc2, but plays a minor role under normal conditions (Lee et al., 1994;
Lundgren et al., 1991). In the absence of Mik1 cells are viable, and divide at a normal
length. However, Mik1 is required to prevent Cdc2 activation when DNA replication is
inhibited (Baber-Furnari et al., 2000; Rhind and Russell, 2001). In lieu of a Mik1-like
protein, vertebrate cells possess Myt1 (Booher et al., 1997; Kornbluth et al., 1994;
Mueller et al., 1995). Unlike the cytoplasmic Mik1, Myt1 is membrane bound and
localizes to the Golgi apparatus and endoplasmic reticulum (Liu et al., 1997). In order to
serve as a substrate for Myt1, Cdk1 must be cyclin bound and T-loop phosphorylated
(Mueller et al., 1995).
1.2.5 Regulation of “Start”
“Start” is defined as the point in the cell cycle, past which the cell is committed to
a round of S-phase and mitosis (Hartwell et al., 1974). Prior to “Start”, alternate
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developmental fates are possible such as the sexual pathway and stationary phase. The
master regulator of progression through “Start” in fission yeast is Cdc10 (Aves et al.,
1985). The classical cdc10 allele, cdc10-129ts, arrests in G1 and is able to undergo
conjugation without progressing through S and M phases indicating that its arrest point is
pre-”Start” (Nurse and Bissett, 1981).
In budding yeast, there are two cis-acting sequences that regulate S-phase entry:
the MCB (Mlu1 Cell Cycle Box) which is bound by the DSC1-SWI6 complex and the
SCB (SWI4/SWI6 dependent Cell Cycle Box) bound by SWI4-SWI6 (reviewed by
Johnston and Lowndes, 1992). SCB elements regulate transcription of HO endonuclease
and G1 cyclins, while MCB controls transcription of DNA replication proteins such as
DNA polymerase I, II and III, DNA primase, DNA ligase, ribonucleotide reductase,
replication factor A and the Cdc7 interacting protein, DBF4. In fission yeast, Cdc10
(SWI6 homologue) is found as a heterodimer with either of two binding partners, Res1
(SWI4 homologue) or Res2 and acts as a transcriptional activator for genes required for
S-phase. Res1 and Res2 functions are at least partially redundant, simultaneous loss of
both is lethal (Miyamoto et al., 1994).
Cdc10 contains a consensus Cdc2 phosphorylation site at S186 and interacts with
the cyclin Puc1 and Ran1, a negative regulator of meiosis (Caligiuri et al., 1997;
Connolly and Beach, 1994).
1.2.6 S-phase regulation
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Initiation of DNA synthesis in S. pombe is regulated in much the same way as in
other eukaryotes (reviewed by Masukata et al., 2004). The origin recognition complex
(ORC) is assembled at autonomous replicating sequence (ARS) sites in M-phase and G1.
The ORC consists of a heterohexamer containing Orc1 through Orc6. To the ORC
complex is then recruited the Mini-Chromosome Maintenance (MCM) complex; a
heterohexamer of Mcm2 through Mcm7 which possesses replicative helicase activity.
The binding of two other proteins, Cdc18 and Cdt1, are required to “license” DNA
replication, and ensure that each origin fires only once per cell cycle. The Cdc18
initiation protein is expressed in M and G1 and active in a very narrow window at the
beginning of S-phase before being inhibited by Cdc2 mediated phosphorylation and
tagged for degradation by the SCF (Skp1/Cullin/F-box) ubiquitin ligase complex. Cdt1
shares a similar fate. DNA synthesis is initiated by the activity of the Hsk1-Dbf1
(homologous to the CDC7-DBF4 complex in budding yeast) and Cdc2-Cig2 kinase
complexes. Cdc2-Cig2 and Hsk1-Dbf1 activate the pre-replicative complex and allow
the establishment of bi-directional replication forks.
1.3 DNA damage and replication checkpoint.
A robust checkpoint system exists in all eukaryotes to arrest cell cycle progression
in the event of DNA damage or stalled replication forks. In fission yeast, the main focus
of checkpoint signaling is to maintain tyrosine 15 phosphorylation of Cdc2 and prevent
mitotic entry (Walworth et al., 1993). However, the replication checkpoint has been
shown to have additional functions such as protecting replication fork integrity and
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suppressing recombination of replication intermediates (reviewed by Kai and Wang,
2003).
1.3.1 Damage Detection and Signal Transduction.
A heterotrimer, containing one subunit each of Rad9, Rad1 and Hus1, constitutes
the universally conserved “911 complex” (Caspari et al., 2000; Murray et al., 1991;
Rowley et al., 1992). Rad1, Rad9 and Hus1 are analogous to the Proliferating Cell
Nuclear Antigen (PCNA), a homotrimer which forms a sliding ring structure around the
DNA helix and is involved in DNA replication (Caspari et al., 2000; Moldovan et al.,
2007). The 911 complex is loaded onto chromatin by a Replication Factor C (RFC)
complex containing Rad17 and Rfc2, Rfc3, Rfc4 and Rfc5 (Griffiths et al., 1995; Kai et
al., 2001). A similar complex of, but with Rfc1 substituted for Rad17 loads PCNA
(reviewed in Mossi and Hubscher, 1998). While Rad17 is found in association with
chromatin throughout the cell cycle (Griffiths et al., 2000) this interaction is enhanced
following DNA damage (Kai et al., 2001). Rfc1 is essential for viability but not involved
in the response to DNA damage (Kai et al., 2001).
Recognition of DNA damage or arrested replication forks results in the activation
of PI3K family members Rad3 and Tel1, homologues of mammalian ATR and ATM
(Bentley et al., 1996; Naito et al., 1998; Figure 1.3). Rad3 is found bound to its
regulatory subunit, Rad26 (Wolkow and Enoch, 2002). Rad3 is primarily a checkpoint
protein, while Tel1 is involved in the maintenance of telomere length. However, there is
some redundancy in the function of these two proteins. Nakamura et al., (2004) show
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that in the absence of Rad3, Tel1 is required to arrest mitosis in the presence of
bleomycin, a DNA damaging agent causing double strand breaks, and loss of either Tel1
or Rad3 causes shortening of telomeres (Matsuura et al., 1999). Loss of both kinases
causes disappearance of telomeric sequences, genomic instability and circularization of
chromosomes (Naito et al., 1998). The regulation of telomere length by Rad3 and Tel1 is
independent of the DNA damage/replication checkpoint (Nakamura et al., 2002).
Rad3/Rad26 can be activated by phosphorylation in cells lacking a functional 911
complex suggesting that it is independently recruited to sites of damage (Edwards et al.,
1999).
1.3.2

Checkpoint Effector Kinases and Cell Cycle Arrest.
Maintaining Cdc2 in a phosphorylated state is required for checkpoint arrest

(Rhind et al., 1997). Cdc25 is phosphorylated by the kinases Chk1 and Cds1 in response
to DNA damage and replication blocks, respectively (Boddy et al., 1998; Furnari et al.,
1999; Zeng et al., 1998). The 14-3-3 protein Rad24 is able to bind to phosphorylated
Cdc25, then the complex is exported from the nucleus and away from its substrate Cdc2
(Lopez-Girona et al., 1999; Figure 1.4). Rad3 phosphorylates Chk1 on S345 in response
to DNA damage (Lopez-Girona et al., 2001b). This activation requires association with
an adapter protein, Crb2. Crb2 is recruited to the site of DNA damage independent of
checkpoint rad and Chk1 function, but its retention requires the 911 complex and
phosphorylation by Rad3 (Du et al., 2003). DNA damage results in histone H2A.1
phosphorylation by Rad3 and/or Tel1, and recruitment of Crb2
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Figure 1.3: Signal transduction pathways impinging upon Cdc25 activity.
Cdc25 is inhibited by the Chk1 kinase following DNA damage, Cds1 kinase following
replication blocks, and the Srk1 kinase upon exposure to extracellular stress. Note: the
“DNA double helix” portion of this figure was modified from work by Madeleine Price
Ball (Wikipedia user Madprime) and used under the conditions of the Creative
Commons: Attribution-Share Alike license.
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(Kilkenny et al., 2008; Nakamura et al., 2004). Crb2 interacts with the checkpoint

complex via binding to Rad4 (Saka et al., 1997) and is required for RPA (Rpa1, Rad11)
recruitment to ssDNA at sites of damage (Kilkenny et al., 2008).

Cds1 is activated in response to S-phase replication blocks (Lindsay et al., 1998).
Activation requires checkpoint rad activity and Cds1 physically interacts with Rad26
homodimers (Lindsay et al., 1998). Similar to Chk1 and Crb2, Cds1 interaction with
Mrc1 is required for association with the checkpoint complex and Cds1 phosphorylation
(Tanaka and Russell, 2004). Cds1 phosphorylation on T11 by Rad3 is required for
checkpoint activity and this association requires Mrc1 itself to be phosphorylated by
Rad3 or Tel1 (Xu et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2003). In order for Cds1 to become fully
active, two Cds1 monomers must be phosphorylated by Rad3 and then
autophosphorylated in trans (Tanaka and Russell, 2004; Xu et al., 2006). Mrc1 is only
transcribed in S-phase which contributes to the cell cycle stage limitation of Cds1 activity
(Tanaka and Russell, 2004). This signal specificity is also evident by the observation that
cells arrested with HU and then damaged with ionizing radiation do not activate Chk1
until HU is removed and S-phase completed (Brondello et al., 1999). Chk1 can only be
activated in late S-phase or in G2, not in G1 or early S (Martinho et al., 1998). During Sphase, Mrc1 and Cds1 are localized to the fork, which may preclude Crb2-Chk1
recruitment (Furuya et al., 2004). DNA damage during S-phase arrest induced by DNA
alkylation, ultraviolet or gamma irradiation results in activation of Cds1, rather than Chk1
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Figure 1.4: Regulation of Cdc25 nuclear import and export following cell cycle
perturbations.
i. Newly transcribed Cdc25 undergoes nuclear import via binding to the Sal3 importin-β.
ii. Upon DNA damage, replication arrest or extracellular stress Cdc25 is inhibited by
phosphorylation on multiple residues by Chk1, Cds1 or Srk1, respectively. iii. This
modification creates binding sites for the 14-3-3 protein Rad24. The Rad24-Cdc25
complex is then exported from the nucleus. iv. The phosphorylated state of Cdc25
prevents re-import by inhibiting interaction with Sal3.
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(Christensen et al., 2000; Lindsay et al., 1998; Marchetti et al., 2002; Rhind and Russell,
1998). Progression through S-phase is slowed in a checkpoint dependent manner (Rhind
and Russell, 1998). Interestingly, the S-phase damage checkpoint differentiates between
different types of damage. UV induced thymine dimers result in S-phase arrest while
double strand breaks (DSBs), such as those formed by gamma irradiation, do not (Rhind
and Russell, 1998).
A recent study has suggested that most, if not all, Cdc25 is chromatin bound
following gamma irradiation. These authors state that a complex of phosphorylated
Cdc25 and Rad24 is anchored at the site of DNA double strand breaks by binding to
Dss1, a protein involved in recombinational repair and export of mRNA (Selvanathan et
al., 2010)
Dephosphorylation of the major 14-3-3 binding residue of Xenopus Cdc25B
(S287) and dissociation of 14-3-3 precedes mitotic entry and activation of Cdc2
(Margolis et al., 2003). This reaction is catalyzed by PP1 phosphatase (Margolis et al.,
2003). S287 dephosphorylation is preceded by phosphorylation of Cdc25B on T138 by
Cdk2-cyclinE which is required for 14-3-3 dissociation (Margolis et al., 2003) This
aspect of Cdc25 regulation does not appear to function in S. pombe as Cdc25 is
phosphorylated on S99, S178 and S359 in cells arrested during mitosis by exposure to
thiabendazole (Wilson-Grady et al., 2008).
In addition to negative regulation of Cdc25, the DNA damage/replication
checkpoint is further re-enforced by activation of Mik1. Work by Baber-Furnari et al.,
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(2000) shows that loss of Mik1 increases DNA damage sensitivity. Mik1 nuclear
localization is enhanced in response to bleomycin and hydroxyurea in a manner requiring
a functional checkpoint. The level of Mik1 protein is also enhanced following
checkpoint activation by protection from proteolysis and/or mRNA stabilization (BaberFurnari et al., 2000). In response to γ-irradiation, cells lacking Cdc25 but made viable by
overproduction of Pyp3, are able to arrest mitosis in a manner dependent on Mik1 but not
Wee1 (Rhind and Russell, 2001). However, the central importance of Cdc25 regulation
in response to replication blocks is obvious from the observation that cells made wee by
bypass of normal Cdc25 control (wee alleles of cdc2 or Cdc25 overexpression) attempt
mitosis upon HU exposure, without first completing S-phase (Enoch and Nurse, 1990).
Several lines of evidence suggest that Cdc2-Y15 kinase Wee1 is regulated by the
DNA damage/replication checkpoint. Double mutants of wee1-50 and rad1, rad3, rad17
or rad26 are synthetically lethal in the absence of DNA damage, indicating that
checkpoint function is required to prevent mitotic catastrophe in this background (AlKhodairy and Carr, 1992). Cds1 is able to phosphorylate Wee1 in response to HU
(Boddy et al., 1998). Wee1 has also been shown to be a substrate for Chk1 following
DNA damage, causing transient phosphorylation and Wee1 accumulation (Raleigh and
O'Connell, 2000). However, Wee1 phosphorylation by Chk1 results in no detectible
effect on Cdc2 Y15 phosphorylation activity (O'Connell et al., 1997) and cells lacking
Wee1 are able to arrest mitosis in response to ionizing radiation (Barbet and Carr, 1993).
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Overexpression of Chk1 delays mitosis in a manner dependent on both Cdc25 and Wee1
(Raleigh and O'Connell, 2000).
1.3.3 DNA replication checkpoint
The S. pombe response to inhibition of DNA replication has two aspects to its
checkpoint function. First, cell cycle progression is arrested via inhibition of Cdc2
activation. Second, stalled replication forks must be stabilized and fork regression and/or
inappropriate recombination must be prevented (Cha and Kleckner, 2002; Lopes et al.,
2001; Sogo et al., 2002) In S. cerevisiae, fork stabilization and prevention of late origin
firing, rather than G2/M inhibition, are the primary response to replication arrest
(Santocanale and Diffley, 1998). In fission yeast only 3% of origins show checkpoint
sensitivity, replicating earlier in checkpoint mutants than in wildtype cells (Mickle et al.,
2007). There are fundamental differences in the regulation of origin firing which may
account for this difference. In S. cerevisiae the origins of replication have a short
conserved consensus sequence and most origins fire an average of every other cycle
(Poloumienko et al., 2001; Yamashita et al., 1997). S. pombe origins are used
inefficiently and lack a clear consensus (Patel et al., 2006).
In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, regulation of CDC28 (Cdk1 homologue)
phosphorylation is not required for damage or replication checkpoint proficiency (Amon
et al., 1992; Sorger and Murray, 1992). In budding yeast, DNA damage causes SWI6
phosphorylation by RAD53 (Cds1 homologue) resulting in its inactivation and the
subsequent down regulation of CLN1 and CLN2 transcription and thus inhibition of S29

phase (Sidorova and Breeden, 1997). This arrest is further reinforced by the stabilization
of Sic1, which inhibits CDC28/cyclinB activity (Wysocki et al., 2006). Checkpoint
activation also blocks the metaphase/anaphase transition by inhibiting APC mediated
proteolysis of securin (PDS1) (Agarwal et al., 2003). RAD53 (Cds1) activation inhibits
the interaction between PDS1 and the CDC20 APC specificity factor, while MEC1 (Chk1
homologue) inhibits the APC directly (Agarwal et al., 2003).
A number of proteins have been characterized which are required for either
prevention of replication fork collapse, or which prevent collapsed forks from being
inappropriately processed by recombinational repair pathways. In the absence of Cds1,
treatment with hydroxyurea elicits a DNA damage response through activation of Chk1.
Lethality as a result of this treatment can be suppressed by temperature sensitive cdc25
mutants which spend additional time in G2 allowing for repair of collapsed replication
forks before mitotic initiation (Murakami and Okayama, 1995).
Swi1 (Noguchi et al., 2003) and Swi3 (Noguchi et al., 2004) are members of a
replication fork protection complex which prevent replication fork collapse during HU
treatment. Cells lacking Swi1 and Swi3 are unable to fully activate Cds1 in response to
HU (Noguchi et al., 2003; Noguchi et al., 2004). Without Swi1 and Swi3, replication
forks degrade to the point where they are recognized by the DNA damage side of the
checkpoint and arrest becomes dependent on Chk1 (Boddy et al., 1998). Swi1 has been
found to interact with Hsk1-Dfp1 and Mcm2 (Matsumoto et al., 2005). Hsk1-Dfp1 is the
S. pombe homologue of the Cdc7-Dbf4 complex in S. cerevisiae which is involved in
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initiation of replication. Hsk1 itself is phosphorylated by Cds1 in response to HU
exposure (Snaith et al., 2000). During S-phase Hsk1 is required to pause replication fork
progression, both in response to HU and during the process of mating type switching
(Sommariva et al., 2005).
Mus81, a member of the Mus81-Eme1 Holliday junction resolvase (Boddy et al.,
2001) has been shown to interact with, and be phosphorylated by, Cds1 resulting in its
removal from chromatin (Boddy et al., 2000; Kai et al., 2005). As Mus81-Eme1 is
involved in resolution of aberrant DNA structures its re-localization may be important to
prevent cleavage of stalled replication forks. Recombination protein Rad60 is also
phosphorylated by Cds1 following replication blocks in order to prevent recombination at
stalled replication forks (Miyabe et al., 2009). Rad60 recruitment to stalled forks requires
SUMO-recognition motifs that appear to be occluded by Cds1 mediated phosphorylation
(Raffa et al., 2006).
Clp1 has also been found to be a substrate of Cds1 and is relocated from the
nucleolus to the nucleus following phosphorylation (Diaz-Cuervo and Bueno, 2008).
Cells lacking Clp1 have an increased number of Rad22 foci suggesting that
recombination repair is activated in this strain.
Cds1 ensures continued transcription of S-phase proteins by phosphorylating
MBF transcription factor subunits Rep2 (Chu et al., 2009) and Cdc10 resulting in an
increase in expression of S-phase genes (Dutta et al., 2008). Cds1 is also able to
deactivate the MBF-repressor protein Nrm1 (de Bruin et al., 2006; de Bruin et al., 2008).
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Replication checkpoint activation results in stabilization of DNA replication initiation
protein Cdc18, which is in turn required for binding of Rad3-Rad26 to chromatin
(Hermand and Nurse, 2007). Overexpression of Cdc18 is able to activate a checkpoint
response via Rad3 activation (Fersht et al., 2007). Interestingly, the Forkhead (FKH)
cluster of mitotic genes is repressed in a Rad3 dependent manner following replication
arrest (Chu et al., 2007). FKH-cluster genes include septation/mitotic-exit proteins
(Cdc15, Sep1, Mid1, and Spo12), APC component Slp1, and mitotic kinases Plo1 and
Fin1 (Anderson et al., 2002; Buck et al., 2004; Zilahi et al., 2000).
1.3.4 Deactivating the Checkpoint
Vertebrate Chk1, Chk2, ATM and γH2AX phosphorylation are reversed by PP2A
to prevent checkpoint signaling when there is no DNA damage (Chowdhury et al., 2005;
Dozier et al., 2004; Goodarzi et al., 2004; Keogh et al., 2006; Leung-Pineda et al., 2006;
Petersen et al., 2006). Lifting of checkpoint arrest in fission yeast requires Chk1
dephosphorylation by PP1 homologue Dis2 (den Elzen and O'Connell, 2004). Dis2 is a
Cdc2 substrate and is phosphorylated and inhibited during mitosis (Yamano et al., 1994).
1.4 . Response to Extracellular Stress.
In fission yeast, the central signaling pathway that responds to stress consists of a
MAP kinase cascade ending in MAPK homologue Spc1 (AKA Sty1, Pph1) (Kato et al.,
1996; Millar et al., 1995; Shiozaki and Russell, 1995; Figure 1.3). Spc1 is
phosphorylated by MAPKK Wis1 in response to osmotic stress (Warbrick and Fantes,
1991), heat shock (Nguyen and Shiozaki, 1999) and peroxide exposure (Degols et al.,
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1996). Wis1, in turn, can be phosphorylated by MAPKKKs Win1 (Ogden and Fantes,
1986; Samejima et al., 1998; Shieh et al., 1998) or Wis4 (also known as Wik1 or Wak1)
(Shieh et al., 1997; Shiozaki et al., 1997; Warbrick and Fantes, 1992). Wis4 and Win1
play partially overlapping roles in Wis1 activation (Samejima et al., 1997; Shiozaki et al.,
1997), while Wis1 and Spc1 are required for all Stress Activated Map Kinase (SAPK)
signaling.
Spc1 affects the response to stress by two methods: transcriptional induction of
stress response proteins and regulation of the central cell cycle machinery.
Transcriptional upregulation in response to stress is conducted through Spc1 interaction
with transcription factors Atf1 (Wilkinson et al., 1996) and Pcr1 (Watanabe and
Yamamoto, 1996). Atf1 is phosphorylated by Spc1 and forms a heterodimer with Pcr1
(Lawrence et al., 2007). Together, they transcriptionally activate a suite of stress
response proteins including glycerol synthase, trehalose synthase, catalase and Hsp9
(Aiba et al., 1995; Chen et al., 2003; Degols et al., 1996; Degols and Russell, 1997). In
addition to their role in stress response, Atf1 and Pcr1 are required for meiosis (Takeda et
al., 1995; Watanabe and Yamamoto, 1996). Additionally, the Atf1/Pcr1 heterodimer
regulates gene expression following nitrogen starvation under the regulation of Pka1 and
Spc1 (Kanoh et al., 1996).
The tyrosine phosphatases Pyp1 and Pyp2 antagonize SAPK signaling by
dephosphorylating Spc1 Tyr173 (Millar et al., 1995; Shiozaki and Russell, 1995). Pyp1
is expressed constitutively (Ottilie et al., 1992), while Pyp2 is induced by stress in a Spc1
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dependent manner through Atf1 (Degols et al., 1996). Thus, SAPK activation provides
its own negative feedback to attenuate the stress signal once a response has been
launched. Spc1 Thr171 is dephosphorylated by Ptc1 and Ptc3, deactivating the kinase
(Nguyen and Shiozaki, 1999). Pyp1 and Pyp2 appear to also function in normal division
as cells lacking pyp1 divide at a smaller size, and simultaneous loss of both phosphatases
is lethal. Loss of Pyp1 is able to rescue cdc25-22ts suggesting Pyp1 affects cell cycle
progression through Wee1 (Ottilie et al., 1992).
Correct localization of components of the SAPK cascade is critical for functional
stress response. Following phosphorylation by Wis1, Spc1 is translocated to the nucleus,
where Atf1 and Pcr1 are required for its retention (Gaits et al., 1998). Within 20 minutes
Spc1 is dephosphorylated and returned to the cytoplasm (Gaits et al., 1998). Pyp2 is
primarily responsible for Spc1 dephosphorylation following stress. Loss of Pyp2 extends
the nuclear residency of Spc1, while Pyp1 deletion cells show a higher basal level of
Spc1 phosphorylation even in the absence of stress (Gaits and Russell, 1999). Wis1 has a
cytoplasmic localization, but is transiently moved to the nucleus in response to stress
(Gaits et al., 1998; Nguyen et al., 2002). Pyp1 and Pyp2 are also cytoplasmic (Gaits and
Russell, 1999).
The effect of SAPK activation on the core mitotic machinery appears to be mainly
through inhibition of Cdc25. Srk1, a Calmodulin Kinase II (CamKII) homologue, has
been shown to phosphorylate Cdc25 on the same residues as Cds1 and Chk1, resulting in
its Rad24 mediated nuclear export (Lopez-Aviles et al., 2005). Srk1 is a substrate of
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Spc1 and phosphorylation causes both activation and destabilization of the Srk1 protein
(Lopez-Aviles et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2002). Srk1 is induced 10 fold following
osmotic stress (Smith et al., 2002). Cells lacking Srk1 divide at a slightly smaller size
than wildtype, while overexpression of Srk1 causes cell elongation during logarithmic
growth (Lopez-Aviles et al., 2005) and a moderate sensitivity to osmotic stress, although
not as severe as cells lacking Spc1 (Lopez-Aviles et al., 2008). Spc1 has also been
shown to interact with calmodulin kinase Cmk2 which is phosphorylated in response to
oxidative stress (Sanchez-Piris et al., 2002). Calmodulin kinases RCK1 and RCK2 from
S. cerevisiae are able to suppress DNA damage and replication checkpoint mutants when
expressed in S. pombe (Dahlkvist et al., 1995).
1.5 Thesis Summary
The work described in this thesis clarifies aspects of cell cycle regulation
following replication and DNA damage checkpoint activation, and describes new forms
of Cdc25 regulation by phosphorylation and proteasomic degradation.
In Chapter 2, I show that phosphorylation and nuclear exclusion of Cdc25 is not
required for replication arrest following treatment with hydroxyurea. The findings of
Zeng and Piwnica-Worms (1999) showed that expression of Cdc25 mutants lacking nine
in vitro Cds1 phosphorylation sites in the amino terminal half of the phosphatase
(Cdc25(9A) over-ride the replication checkpoint. However, these experiments were
conducted by expressing Cdc25(9A) from an inducible promoter in a genetic background
containing a partially functional cdc25-22ts allele at its permissive temperature. I show
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that when Cdc25(9A)-GFP is expressed from the native cdc25 locus at endogenous levels
cells are able to prevent mitotic entry through the action of the Cdc2-Y15 kinase Mik1.
In spite of enhanced nuclear localization in unperturbed cells cdc25(9A)-GFP divides at
the same cell size as wildtype indicating that phosphorylation of these sites is not
required for normal cell cycle progression. Furthermore, I show that Cdc25(9A)-GFP is
degraded following replication arrest. This is a previously unknown redundancy in
replication checkpoint control, functioning to prevent mitotic entry when Cdc25 is not
inhibited by phosphorylation and 14-3-3 binding. It has also been reported that Cdc25
nuclear export is not required for replication checkpoint arrest (Lopez-Girona et al.,
2001a). Cdc25 fused to the SV-40 nuclear localization signal remains nuclear following
HU exposure, but the cell is still able to arrest cell cycle progression. However, this is a
demonstration of the redundancy in replication checkpoint regulation. In the absence of
Mik1 cells expressing cdc25-NLS-GFP show a profound checkpoint defect; in spite of
phosphorylation and 14-3-3 binding cdc25-NLS-GFP remains capable of inducing
mitotic entry. Thus, nuclear export is essential for checkpoint control mediated by
Cdc25.
Chapter 3 examines the contribution of three putative carboxy-terminal
phosphorylation sites in replication and DNA damage checkpoint regulation. These sites
are broadly conserved in vertebrates, insects, fungi and algae. Zeng and Piwnica-Worms
(1999) identified these sites as Cds1 targets in vitro but did not examine their function.
Recent work on Human and Xenopus Cdc25 has shown that phosphorylation in the C36

terminus is important for checkpoint control. Using native promoter integrated GFP
fusions I show that cdc25 phosphorylation mutants lacking all 12 in vitro Cds1 sites
(cdc25(12A)-GFPint) or only the three carboxy-terminal sites (cdc25(Ct-3A)-GFPint)
override the replication checkpoint in a mik1- background to a degree exceeding that of
cdc25(9A)-GFPint. Thus, these three sites function to negatively regulate Cdc25
following replication arrest. Following treatment with the drug bleomycin, which
induces double stranded DNA breaks, cdc25(9A)-GFPint and cdc25(12A)-GFPint show a
partial DNA damage checkpoint defect. While cdc25(Ct-3A)-GFPint is able to initially
arrest mitotic entry this strain appears to be unable to maintain the arrest. Finally, I show
that this degradation of Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP following HU treatment
is incomplete in cells lacking portions of the replication checkpoint pathway or a subunit
26S proteasome. Thus inhibition of unphosphorylated Cdc25 following HU exposure
requires S-phase arrest and ubiquitin mediated degradation.
In Chapter 4, I show that Cdc25 and the Sal3 importin-β physically interact via
co-immunoprecipitation. In our previous work we presented evidence that Sal3 was the
nuclear import factor for Cdc25, but were unable to show that the proteins interacted by
co-IP or yeast two-hybrid assay (Chua et al., 2002). Cdc25 has recently been shown to
be phosphorylated following extracellular stress by the Srk1 kinase which resides
downstream of the Stress Activated MAP Kinase (SAPK) pathway (Lopez-Aviles et al.,
2005). As centrifugation and coldshock have also been shown to activate the SAPK
pathway (Soto et al., 2002; Soto et al., 2007) we hypothesized that our previous failure to
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show interaction between these proteins was a result of inadvertent activation of a stress
response, thus obscuring the nuclear localization signal of Cdc25 by phosphorylation.
Chilling logarithmically growing cell cultures in an ice bath, a common step in protein
lysate preparation, results in Cdc25 phosphorylation to a degree similar to that seen
following osmotic shock. When cultures are rapidly chilled by addition of crushed frozen
media directly to the culture it is possible to detect the interaction by Co-IP.
Furthermore, we show that the cdc25(9A)-GFPint and cdc25(12A)-GFPint
phosphorylation mutants are able to suppress the mitotic entry defect of cells lacking
sal3. These mutants are able to enter the nucleus through an alternate pathway, but alter
the timing of this accumulation. In wildtype cells Cdc25 begins to enter the nucleus as
cells progress through G2, peaking at the G2/M transition before being degraded
following anaphase. In a sal3- background Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP are
observed prominently in the nuclei of post-anaphase cells and those undergoing septation
(corresponding to G1 in S. pombe cell cycle) effectively reversing the pattern of
accumulation normally observed. Previous work has suggested that Cdc25
phosphorylation and 14-3-3 binding occurs during the unperturbed cell cycle of S. pombe
(Chen et al., 1999). I show here that when cells are rapidly chilled, so as to prevent
SAPK activation, Cdc25 is not hyperphosphorylated.
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Chapter 2:
Redundant Mechanisms Prevent Mitotic Entry Following Replication
Arrest in the Absence of Cdc25 Hyper-phosphorylation in Fission Yeast1

2.1 Abstract:
Following replication arrest the Cdc25 phosphatase is phosphorylated and
inhibited by Cds1. It has previously been reported that expressing Cdc25 where 9
putative amino-terminal Cds1 phosphorylation sites have been substituted to alanine
results in bypass of the DNA replication checkpoint. However, these results were
acquired by expression of the phosphorylation mutant using a multicopy expression
vector in a genetic background where the DNA replication checkpoint is intact. In order
to clarify these results we constructed a Cdc25(9A)-GFP native promoter integrant and
examined its effect on the replication checkpoint at endogenous expression levels. In this
strain the replication checkpoint operates normally, conditional on the presence of the
Mik1 kinase. In response to replication arrest the Cdc25(9A)-GFP protein is degraded,
suggesting the presence of a backup mechanism to eliminate the phosphatase when it
cannot be inhibited through phosphorylation.

1

This chapter is currently in press as a co-authored manuscript: Frazer, C. and Young, P. G. (2011).
Redundant mechanisms prevent mitotic entry following replication arrest in the absence of Cdc25
hyper-phosphorylation in fission yeast. PLoS One. In press.
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2.2 Introduction:
Faithful DNA replication and chromosome segregation is critical for cell viability.
A universally conserved checkpoint exists in eukaryotes which prevents mitotic initiation
while DNA is being replicated. Failure of this checkpoint has catastrophic consequences
for the cell including chromosome loss and ultimately cell death (Kai and Wang, 2003;
Lambert et al., 2007).
In Schizosaccharomyces pombe, progression though the G2/M transition is
dependent on the phosphorylation state of tyrosine 15 (Y15) of the Cdc2 cyclin
dependent kinase (Gould and Nurse, 1989; Morla et al., 1989). Wee1 and Mik1 kinases
are responsible for the inhibitory Cdc2-Y15 phosphorylation (Lee et al., 1994; Lundgren
et al., 1991; Lundgren et al., 1991; Parker et al., 1992; Russell and Nurse, 1987b). Cdc2
is dephosphorylated by the Cdc25 phosphatase, causing Cdc2 activation and mitotic entry
(Gautier et al., 1991; Kumagai and Dunphy, 1991; Russell and Nurse, 1986). A second
phosphatase, Pyp3, is able to dephosphorylate Cdc2 in vitro and rescue loss of cdc25
when overexpressed. Pyp3 is essential in cells lacking both Cdc25 and Wee1 (Millar et
al., 1992).
Cdc25 expression is cell cycle regulated, accumulating through G2 and reaching
its peak as the cell enters mitosis and then returning to basal levels in G1 and S-phase
(Ducommun et al., 1990; Moreno et al., 1990). This is accomplished through a
combination of oscillating mRNA levels and proteolysis (Moreno et al., 1990; Wolfe and
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Gould, 2004). Cdc25 is imported into the nucleus via the importin-β Sal3 (Chua et al.,
2002).
Following DNA damage and replication arrest the Chk1 and Cds1 kinases
negatively regulate mitotic entry by phosphorylating Cdc25 (Boddy et al., 1998; Furnari
et al., 1999; Zeng et al., 1998). These phosphorylations create binding sites for the 14-33 protein, Rad24, resulting in export from the nucleus to the cytoplasm. In fission yeast,
Wee1 is phosphorylated by both Cds1 in response to replication blocks (Boddy et al.,
1998) and Chk1 in response to DNA damage (Raleigh and O'Connell, 2000). However,
the phosphorylation of Wee1 does not affect its Cdc2-Y15 phosphorylation activity in
vitro (O'Connell et al., 1997). Mik1 tyrosine kinase plays only a minor role in the
regulation of Cdc2 activity during G2 (Lundgren et al., 1991) but is involved in
preventing mitotic entry following replication arrest (Baber-Furnari et al., 2000).
The DNA damage and DNA replication checkpoints have several proteins in
common that signal to the effector kinases Cds1 and Chk1. Rad1, Hus1 and Rad9 form a
heterotrimer (9-1-1 complex) which forms a ring structure around the double helix
similar to that of the proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA). The ATM (Ataxia
Telangiectasia Mutated) homologue, Rad3, phosphorylates and activates Cds1 or Chk1
depending on the cell cycle stage and nature of the upstream signal (Bentley et al., 1996;
Seaton et al., 1992). Cds1 and Chk1 require adapter proteins Mrc1 and Crb1,
respectively, for Rad3 interaction (Saka et al., 1997; Tanaka and Russell, 2004; Willson
et al., 1997; Zhao et al., 2003). Since the DNA damage and DNA replication checkpoints
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utilize a number of the same upstream components bifurcation of the pathway in response
to different stimuli is required. This is primarily accomplished by restriction of Cds1 and
Mrc1 expression to S-phase (Lindsay et al., 1998; Tanaka and Russell, 2004).
In addition to inhibiting the G2/M transition Cds1 functions to prevent DNA
recombination at stalled replication forks by phosphorylating Holliday junction resolvase
subunit Mus81 (Boddy et al., 2000; Boddy et al., 2001; Froget et al., 2008), double strand
break repair protein Rad60 (Boddy et al., 2003), and the RecQ-family helicase Rqh1
(Murray et al., 1997; Stewart et al., 1997). Cds1 activation results in the phosphorylation
and inhibition of Nrm1, a transcriptional repressor of the Cdc10-Res2 complex which
regulates the G1 transcription of genes containing MluI-box elements in their promoters
(Aves et al., 1985; Miyamoto et al., 1994; Zhu et al., 1997). Nrm1 targets include
ribonucleotide reductase subunit Cdc22 (Gordon and Fantes, 1986; Lowndes et al., 1992)
and the Cdc2 kinase Mik1 (Ng et al., 2001). Cds1 also phosphorylates Clp1/Flp1
phosphatase (Diaz-Cuervo and Bueno, 2008) the S. pombe CDC14 homologue involved
in actomyosin ring stability, cytokinesis and mitotic exit (Chen et al., 2008; Esteban et
al., 2004; Esteban et al., 2008; Mishra et al., 2004; Trautmann et al., 2001). In addition,
Clp1/Flp1 has been shown to dephosphorylate the Cdc2 targeted S/TP sites on Cdc25,
although the precise identity of these sites has yet to be determined (Wolfe and Gould,
2004).
Although Cdc25 is phosphorylated, interacts with Rad24, and is exported from
the nucleus following DNA damage or replication blocks (Lopez-Girona et al., 1999) it is
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not certain which of these steps are essential for checkpoint function. Cytoplasmic
Cdc25 localization appears to be dispensable since forcing Cdc25 into the nucleus with
addition of an SV-40 NLS sequence does not override the checkpoint (Lopez-Girona et
al., 2001a). The question of whether Cdc25 phosphorylation and Rad24 binding are
required for the DNA replication checkpoint was addressed by Zeng and Piwnica-Worms
(1999), who mutated nine in vitro Cds1 serine/threonine phosphorylation sites to alanine,
creating Cdc25(9A). When introduced into the cell on a multicopy plasmid under the
control of an attenuated nmt1 promoter this construct caused bypass of the DNA
replication checkpoint. They concluded that Cdc25 phosphorylation on at least some of
those sites was required for proper DNA replication checkpoint function.
We have re-examined these findings and show that the results of the previous
work with Cdc25(9A) were influenced by overexpression of the phosphorylation site
mutant protein. When expressed under the control of its native promoter as a single-copy
chromosomal integrant the DNA replication checkpoint is functional. Under these
conditions the replication checkpoint is maintained through the action of Mik1 and is not
dependent on these Cds1 phosphorylation sites on Cdc25. In addition, the Cdc25(9A)GFP protein is degraded following checkpoint activation, suggesting that inhibition of
Cdc25 by the replication checkpoint is reinforced by degrading any Cdc25 which is not
phosphorylated and/or 14-3-3 bound.
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2.3 Materials and Methods:
2.3.1 General cell culture techniques
S. pombe cultures were grown in Edinburgh Minimal Media (EMM) or Yeast
Extract supplemented with adenine (YEA) (Alfa et al., 1993). In experiments where
expression was regulated by the nmt1 promoter, 15 μM thiamine was used for repression.
Cell density was measured using a Multisizer 3 Coulter Counter (Beckman Coulter).
Genetic crosses were conducted on Sporulation Agar (SPA) according to Gutz et al.,
(1974). Plasmids were introduced into S. pombe cells by electroporation using a BioRad
Gene Pulser as described by Prentice, (1992). A list of strains used in this study is
presented as Table 2.1.
2.3.2 Cloning and genomic integration
A PCR fragment containing the 1869bp cdc25+ open reading frame (ORF) and
1551 bp of 5’ upstream sequence was amplified from wildtype genomic DNA using
primers cdc25cf1 (5'-ACGCCTGCAGTCCGAGTTTAACAAGACAACTGGC-3') and
cdc25gc3 (5'-ACGCGTCGACGAAAATCTTCTAAGTGTAGAGAGGGAATGCA-3'),
and digested with PstI (Promega) and SalI restriction enzymes (Promega). The nmt1
promoter of pREP1-GFP was excised with PstI and SalI and cut vector and insert were
ligated to create pcdc25-GFP. A vector containing a cdc25(9A) allele, where 9 of 12
putative Cds1 serine/threonine phosphorylation sites were substituted with alanine was
acquired from Helen Piwnica-Worms in the form of pREP81-cdc25(9A) where sitedirected mutagenesis was used to make the following substitutions: S99A, S148A,
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Table 2.1: Strains used in this study.
Strain
Number
Q3676

Genotype

Source

ura4-D18 leu1-32 h-

Lab Collection

Q3677

ura4-D18 leu1-32 h+

Lab Collection

Q1975

cdc25::ura4+ cdc2-3w ura4-D18 leu1-32

Russell and Nurse,
1986

Q2016

cdc25-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32 h-

Chua et al, 2002

Q3792

This Study

Q250

cdc25(9A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32
h+
972 h-

Q3799

cdc25-GFPint rad1-1 ura4-D18 leu1-32

This Study

Q3832

pREP81-cdc25-GFP cdc25-22 leu1-32

This Study

Q3898

pREP81-cdc25(9A)-GFP cdc25-22 leu1-32

This Study

Q3780

pREP81-cdc25(9A) cdc25-22 leu1-32

This Study

Q3977

cdc25-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ wee1::ura4+ ura4-D18
leu1-32
cdc25(9A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ wee1::ura4+ ura4D18 leu1-32
cdc25-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ mik1::ura4+ ura4-D18
leu1-32
cdc25(9A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ mik1::ura4+ ura4D18 leu1-32
cdc25-NLS-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32

This Study

cdc25(9A)-NLS-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4-D18
leu1-32
cdc25-NLS-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ mik1::ura4+ ura4D18 leu1-32
cdc25(9A)-NLS-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ mik1::ura4+
ura4-D18 leu1-32

This Study

Q3978
Q3870
Q3866
Q2021
Q3810
Q3942
Q3943
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Lab Collection

This Study
This Study
This Study
Chua et al, 2002

This Study
This Study

Q3974

cdc25-GFP rad24::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32

This Study

Q3882

cdc25-GFPint cdc25::kanMX6 ura4-D18 leu1-32

This Study

Q3883

cdc25(9A)-GFPint cdc25::kanMX6 ura4-D18 leu132
cdc25(12A)-GFPint cdc25::kanMX6 ura4-D18
leu1-32

This Study

Q3884
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This Study

S178A, S192A, S204A, S206A, T226A, S234A and S359A (Zeng and Piwnica-Worms,
1999). An 845 bp SplI/BglI fragment of the cdc25(9A) open reading frame containing all
9 of the alanine substitutions was excised and ligated into the pcdc25-GFP vector,
likewise cut with SplI/BglI, creating the vector pcdc25(9A)-GFP. To create pREP81cdc25(9A)-GFP, the cdc25(9A) ORF from pREP81-cdc25(9A) vector was excised using
NdeI and SalI and ligated into pREP81-GFP.
Plasmids containing cdc25-GFP or the various phosphorylation site mutants were
transformed into cdc25::ura4+ cdc2-3w ura4-D18 leu-32 (Q1975) and stable integrants
selected. Integration at the cdc25 locus was confirmed genetically by crossing to ura4D18 leu1-32 (Q3676 or Q3677) and observing 2:2 segregation between leucine
prototrophs and auxotrophs, co-segregation of leucine and uracil prototrophs, and the
lack of cdc- spores. The presence of all 9 S/T to A substitutions in the cdc25(9A)-GFPint
strain was confirmed by recovery of the chromosomal integrant by PCR and sequencing.
2.3.3 Microscopy
Bright field and DAPI/methyl blue images were captured with a Leica DMRB
fluorescence microscope (Leica Micro-systems) equipped with a high performance CCD
camera (Cooke SensiCam) and analyzed using Slidebook (Intelligent Imaging
Innovations). DAPI staining was carried out in100 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 following cold
methanol fixation (Karagiannis et al., 2002). GFP fluorescence images were captured
using a Zeiss Imager.Z1 equipped with a Hamamatsu ORCA-ER CCD camera.
2.3.4 Preparation of total protein from S. pombe.
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Cells were grown in liquid culture to mid-logarithmic phase. A 25 ml volume
was chilled to 0°C in a 50 ml conical bottom tube by addition of 20 ml of crushed, frozen
media. The addition of ice gave rapid cooling and was essential in order to prevent
phosphorylation of Cdc25 due to cold shock and centrifugation in response to activation
of the stress activated MAP kinase pathway (Soto et al., 2002; Soto et al., 2007). Cells
were then collected at 0°C, resuspended in 1 ml of Stop Buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM
NaF, 10 mM EDTA, 1 mM NaN3; Kovelman and Russell, 1996), briefly centrifuged at
13000 rpm and the supernatant removed. The resulting pellet was frozen in dry ice and
stored at -80°C until processed.
Cell pellets were thawed in 150 µl of SUME buffer (1% SDS, 8 M urea, 10 mM
MOPS pH 6.8, 10 mM EDTA; Gardner et al., 2005) containing 1x Complete Protease
Inhibitor Cocktail (Roche) and 1 mM PMSF. Cells were broken by agitation in the
presence of acid-washed glass beads (0.5 mm diameter, BioSpec) using a bead beater
(BioSpec Products, Barttesville, OK, USA) until 80-100% breakage was achieved. The
bead slurry was centrifuged briefly, mixed gently with 150 μl of fresh SUME buffer and
the lysate transferred to a fresh microfuge tube. After centrifugation at 13,000 RPM for
10 minutes at 4°C to remove debris the cleared supernatant was transferred to a fresh
tube. Protein concentration was determined using a BioRad Protein Assay Kit. 4x
Laemmli loading dye (200 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 8% SDS, 40% glycerol, 0.33% βmercaptoethanol, bromophenol blue) was added to the lysates and the samples were
heated to 100°C for five minutes.
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2.3.5 SDS-PAGE and western blotting
Proteins were separated using SDS-PAGE on 6% acrylamide gels and
electrophoretically transferred to PVDF membrane (Perkin Elmer, Wellesley, MA, USA)
for western blotting. Non-specific antibody binding was inhibited by incubating the
membrane in blocking buffer (5% non-fat skim milk powder, 0.05% Tween-20 in 1x
TBS) for thirty minutes. This was followed by three five minute washes in TBS
containing 0.5% Tween-20 then incubation with a 1:2000 dilution of mouse anti-GFP
monoclonal (Roche Molecular Biochemicals) in blocking buffer for one hour followed by
three washes of TBS 0.05% Tween-20. Membranes were incubated with horseradish
peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-mouse secondary antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
CA, USA) diluted 1:2000 in blocking buffer for 20 minutes followed by six washes in
TBS with 0.2% Triton-X100 and two washes with TBS lacking detergent. Membranes
were then treated with chemiluminescence reagents (GE Health Sciences) and exposed to
x-ray film (Kodak X-Omat Blue). Membranes were stained with Coomassie Brilliant
Blue for demonstration of equal protein loading.
2.4 Results:
2.4.1 Creation of cdc25-GFPint and cdc25(9A)-GFPint native promoter integrants
In order to examine the localization and regulation of Cdc25 at native expression
levels the cdc25+ and cdc25(9A) open reading frames were fused to GFP and integrated
at the endogenous cdc25+ locus in a strain bearing the disrupted cdc25::ura4+ allele. The
cdc25+ ORF and 1551 base pairs of upstream sequence were amplified by PCR (Figure
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2.1A). This fragment was ligated into the pREP1-GFP plasmid from which the 1200 bp
nmt1 promoter had been removed by digestion with PstI and SalI (Figure 2.1B). The
resulting plasmid was integrated into the S. pombe genome by a single crossover at the
cdc25+ locus in a cdc25::ura4+ cdc2-3w ura4-D18 leu1-32 background (Q1975, Figure
2.1C). The strain was then out-crossed to remove the cdc2-3w mutation. To create a
cdc25(9A)-GFP integration plasmid, pREP81-cdc25(9A) (Zeng and Piwnica-Worms,
1999) was digested with SplI and BglI to liberate a fragment containing all nine of the
S/T to A substitutions. This fragment was then ligated into SplI/BglI digested cdc25+
integration plasmid and the resulting construct integrated at the native cdc25+ locus as
described above. The structure of these integrations was confirmed by Southern
hybridization using 32P-labeled cdc25+ as a probe (data not shown). The cdc25::ura4+
knockout, although clearly non-functional, left a portion of the COOH-terminus of Cdc25
intact, including the entire catalytic domain (Russell and Nurse, 1986). To ensure that
this domain does not alter the phenotype of our native promoter integrant constructs, the
entire ura4+ disrupted cdc25+ ORF was replaced with a kanMX6 cassette in cdc25GFPint and cdc25(9A)-GFPint. cdc25-GFPint and cdc25(9A)-GFP strains in the
cdc25::kanMX6 background were tested in several experiments including the functioning
of the checkpoints in a mik1::ura4+ background (see below). They were indistinguishable
from strains where endogenous cdc25 was disrupted with a ura4+ cassette (data not
shown).
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Figure 2.1: Cell cycle dependent localization of Cdc25.
A. PCR amplification of Cdc25 and upstream sequence. B. Integration of pcdc25-GFP
plasmid into the native cdc25 promoter by homologous recombination. C. Postintegration structure of cdc25-GFPint strain. D. Logarithmically growing cells
expressing Cdc25-GFP from the chromosomal cdc25 promoter in YEA imaged by
fluorescence microscopy. Bar represents 10 µm. E. Fluorescence images of Cdc25-GFP
and Cdc25(9A)-GFP at mid-logarithmic phase in YEA at 30°C. Logarithmic phase 30°C
cultures imaged using fluorescence microscopy. Bar represents 10 µm. F.
Nuclear:Cytoplasmic ratio of Cdc25-GFP and Cdc25(9A)-GFP fluorescence in
logarithmically growing populations of cells. (n=200. Each size category contains 20 to
40 cells. Error bars represent ± 1 s.d. from the mean). G. Western blot comparing the
relative Cdc25-GFP levels in the strains indicated. Cultures were grown to midlogarithmic phase, harvested, lysed and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and western blotting
using mouse anti-GFP primary and anti-mouse HRP secondary antibodies.
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The native promoter driven cdc25-GFP fusion integrant (Q2016 cdc25-GFPint)
divides at a wildtype length without any apparent effect on cell cycle timing. In rich
media, cdc25-GFPint and wildtype divide at 13.08 μm ± 1.04 and 13.25 μm ± 0.99
respectively (n = 100, Student’s t-test; p=0.253). In minimal media (EMM) cdc25GFPint and wildtype divide at 13.02 ± 0.89 and 13.20 ± 0.97 μm, respectively (n = 100,
Student’s t-test; p=0.164). Cdc25-GFP accumulates in the nucleus as G2 cells progress
towards the G2/M transition, and disappears as cells complete mitosis and undergo
septation (Figure 2.1D).
Cells expressing cdc25(9A)-GFPint (Q3792), lacking 9 in vitro Cds1
phosphorylation sites, are not significantly different in length from cdc25-GFPint (12.72
±0.80 μm and 12.87 ± 1.0 μm respectively, n=30, Student’s t-test; p=0.498). The
localization pattern of Cdc25(9A)-GFP resembles that of Cdc25-GFP but Cdc25(9A)GFP accumulates to significantly higher levels in the cell nuclei than Cdc25-GFP in all
G2 size classes (Student’s t-test; p<0.05) (Figure 2.1 E and F). This result is in contrast to
the clear mitotic advancement that occurs when Cdc25 is made constitutively nuclear by
addition of the SV-40 NLS (Chua et al., 2002; Lopez-Girona et al., 2001a), or deletion of
rad24 (Ford et al., 1994; Lopez-Girona et al., 1999), both of which also result in
enhanced nuclear localization of Cdc25. Although cdc25-NLS-GFPint and cdc25-GFPint
rad24::ura4+ strains divide at a similar size, the level of Cdc25 protein differs greatly
(Figure 2.1G). Cdc25-NLS-GFP is present at significantly increased levels relative to
Cdc25-GFP, which could perhaps account for a smaller size at mitotic entry. However
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while loss of rad24 results in enhanced nuclear localization of Cdc25 it does not affect its
overall protein concentration.
2.4.2 cdc25(9A)-GFPint has increased sensitivity to replication blocks and DNA
damage
To examine the effect of loss of Cds1 phosphorylation sites on Cdc25 function the
sensitivity of cdc25(9A)-GFPint (Q3792) to DNA damage and replication arrest was
examined by exposing cells to hydroxyurea, camptothecin and UV irradiation.
Hydroxyurea (HU) is a ribonucleotide reductase inhibitor which causes a DNA
replication checkpoint arrest due to depletion of intracellular dNTP pools (Fox, 1985).
Camptothecin (CPT) is a topoisomerase (Top1) inhibitor which causes covalent Top1DNA linkages and double strand breaks (Wang, 1996). This results in DNA damage in
late S-phase, Chk1 activation and a DNA damage checkpoint arrest (Collura et al., 2005;
Wan et al., 1999). When cultured for several days on plates containing HU, growth of
cdc25(9A)-GFPint is reduced relative to that of cdc25-GFPint, although it is not nearly as
severely affected as the checkpoint deficient mutant rad1-1 (Figure 2.2A). In a similar
experiment, CPT has a marginal effect on the growth of cdc25(9A)-GFPint. cdc25GFPint behaves identically to wildtype in each of these experiments indicating that
addition of the GFP tag to Cdc25 does not affect checkpoint function. cdc25(9A)-GFPint
is modestly more sensitive to UV than cdc25-GFPint or wildtype (Figure 2.2B).
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Figure 2.2: Sensitivity of cdc25(9A)-GFPint to replication blocks and DNA damage.
A. Logarithmically growing cultures were diluted to 1x106 then serially diluted 1:10 onto
YEA, YEA containing 5 mM hydroxyurea or YEA containing 5 μM camptothecin and
incubated for 3 days at 30°C. B. Percent survival following UV exposure.
Logarithmically growing cultures were serially diluted, plated on yeast extract media and
exposed to UV light (560 µW/cm2). Error bars represent ± s.d. of the results of 3
independent experiments.
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2.4.3 cdc25(9A)-GFPint has an intact DNA replication checkpoint
To compare the HU sensitivity of cells expressing cdc25(9A)-GFP from the
native promoter to those expressing it from the pREP81 plasmid expressed in a cdc2522ts background, the cut (cell untimely torn) phenotype accumulation experiment of Zeng
and Piwnica-Worms, (1999) was replicated. That is, logrithimically growing cultures
were exposed to 15mM hydroxyurea, then samples taken at two hour intervals which
were fixed and stained with DAPI and examined for abnormal chromosome segregation
indicative of replication checkpoint failure To allow western blot analysis of protein
levels using commercial anti-GFP antibodies the cdc25 (9A) ORF was cloned into
pREP81-GFP.
cdc25-22 cells transformed with pREP81-cdc25(9A)-GFP showed a significantly
greater accumulation of cut phenotypes than those containing pREP81-cdc25-GFP.
Addition of the GFP tag does not affect the accumulation of cut phenotypes in strains
expressing cdc25(9A) from the pREP81 plasmid (Student’s t-test p=0.35, 0.41 and, 0.52
at T=4, 6, 8 hours respectively). Native promoter expressed cdc25-GFPint and
cdc25(9A)-GFPint strains show an extremely low frequency of cut phenotypes even after
8 hours of hydroxyurea exposure (Figure 2.3A). Examination of GFP fluorescence
(Figure 2.3B) and anti-GFP western blots (Figure 2.3C) show that pREP81 expression of
Cdc25 results in an approximately 10 fold increase in protein level relative to the native
promoter.
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Figure 2.3: Replication checkpoint proficiency of Cdc25(9A)-GFP native promoter
integrants.
A. Checkpoint sensitivity to HU treatment. Logarithmically growing cultures were
exposed to 15 mM hydroxyurea. Samples were methanol fixed at two hour intervals,
DAPI stained and examined for cut phenotypes. Error bars represent ± 1 s.d. of the mean
percent cut phenotype from three independent experiments. In each experiment at least
four fields of 50-200 cells were counted for each time point. B. GFP fluorescence of
strains treated with HU in EMM for four hours. Logarithmically growing cultures were
harvested by centrifugation prior to, and four hours after, exposure to 15 mM HU and
photographed. Bar represents 10 µm. C. Cultures from (B) sampled and processed for
SDS-PAGE electrophoresis and western blotting using mouse anti-GFP primary and antimouse HRP secondary antibodies. A longer exposure of the same membrane is
represented in the center panel. The membrane was subsequently stained with
Coomassie Brilliant Blue to show total protein (bottom panel). D. Cdc25-GFP and
Cdc25(9A)-GFP protein levels in logarithmically growing cultures in either rich (YEA)
or minimal (EMM) media. Top Panel: anti-GFP western blot. Middle Panel: Longer
exposure. Bottom Panel: Membrane stained to show total protein.
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Western blot analysis of lysates from cells expressing Cdc25-GFP and
Cdc25(9A)-GFP from the native promoter shows that these two proteins are present in
the cells at roughly equivalent concentrations (Fig. 2.3C). Cdc25-GFP on either the
native promoter or the attenuated nmt1 promoter in the pREP81 plasmid shows a
decrease in electrophoretic mobility and accumulation of Cdc25 following HU arrest.
This is consistent with hyperphosphorylation and the stockpiling effect which has been
described previously (Kovelman and Russell, 1996). Interestingly, rather than
accumulating following HU treatment Cdc25(9A)-GFP expressed from the native
promoter is degraded. Cdc25 does not accumulate when the protein cannot be inhibited
by Cds1 phosphorylation and/or by 14-3-3 binding. When expressed from the pREP81
plasmid Cdc25(9A)-GFP is detectable at approximately the same level as before HU
treatment and does not undergo a mobility shift. Therefore, the checkpoint defect of
pREP81-cdc25(9A) may be due to the expression level of this protein exceeding the
ability of the cell to degrade it. When replication is arrested in these cells there is still
sufficient Cdc25 phosphatase activity present to cause bypass of the replication
checkpoint and mitotic entry.
Use of pREP81 requires minimal medium for plasmid selection and for induction
of the nmt promoter. Cdc25 translation is very sensitive to nutrient availability due to
features in the 5’ un-translated region of the mRNA (Daga and Jimenez, 1999). Western
blot analysis of protein lysates shows that Cdc25 accumulates to a level approximately 10
fold lower in EMM than in YEA (Figure 2.3D). Interestingly, cells divide at the same
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length in minimal and rich medium (data not shown). For ease of Cdc25-GFP detection,
subsequent experiments with the integrated constructs were conducted using YEA
medium unless otherwise stated.
2.4.4 Cdc25(9A)-GFP is unstable following activation of DNA replication checkpoint
Using cdc- mutants with various restriction points (Kovelman and Russell, 1996)
showed that Cdc25 continues to accumulate following cell cycle arrest; this effect can be
seen in cells arrested in G1, S, G2 and M-phase. Cdc25 also accumulates following HU
exposure, but is maintained in an inactive form. This stockpiling may be adaptive in that
it would allow the cell to re-enter the cell cycle without de novo synthesis of Cdc25.
Western blot analysis of cdc25-GFPint and cdc25(9A)-GFPint following four hours of
HU treatment shows that Cdc25(9A)-GFP is not stockpiled following a replication block
(Figure 2.4A). Exposure of the same strains to 5 μM CPT in liquid culture demonstrates
that Cdc25(9A)-GFP fails to be stockpiled following DNA damage checkpoint activation,
but is not destabilized as seen following HU arrest.
Monitoring Cdc25 and Cdc25(9A) levels following HU exposure shows that
Cdc25(9A)-GFP degradation is complete between one and two hours after addition of the
drug (Figure 4B). In asynchronous culture only about ten percent of the population is
undergoing S-phase at any particular time (Nurse, 1975). Those cells undergoing mitosis
would come upon the replication block prior to cytokinesis as S-phase overlaps septum
formation. By two hours the majority of cells which were in G2 at T=0 would be through
mitosis and arrested in S-phase with low Cdc25 levels. As this arrest proceeds Cdc25
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Figure 2.4: Cdc25(9A)-GFP is unstable following HU treatment and during
logarithmic growth.
A. Cdc25(9A)-GFP fails to be stockpiled following exposure to HU or CPT.
Logarithmically growing cultures were exposed to 15 mM HU or 5 μM CPT for 4 hours
prior to electrophoresis and western blot analysis using mouse anti-GFP primary antibody
and anti-mouse HRP secondary. B. Cdc25(9A)-GFP is rapidly degraded following HU
exposure. C. Cdc25(9A)-GFP is less stable than Cdc25-GFP during unperturbed
growth. Cultures containing either pREP81-cdc25-GFP or pREP81-cdc25(9A)-GFP in
cdc25-22ts were grown to mid logarithmic phase in EMM and their nmt promoters
repressed with 20 µM thiamine at t=0. Samples were taken at 30 minute intervals and
subjected to SDS-PAGE, and western blot analysis using mouse anti-GFP and antimouse-HRP antibody.
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normally accumulates (Kovelman and Russell, 1996). The Cdc2/Cdc13 complex is
localized to the nucleus for the duration of HU arrest (Knudsen et al., 1996). Therefore,
it is crucial that Cdc25 be negatively regulated in order to prevent mitotic entry. Cdc25 is
degraded late in mitosis via ubiquitination by the Anaphase Promoting Complex (APC)
(Wolfe et al., 2006). It is possible that Cdc25(9A)-GFP is prevented from accumulating
in the S-phase following HU exposure because of sustained APC signaling. The mitotic
exit phosphatase Clp1/Flp1 has recently been identified as a Cds1 target (Diaz-Cuervo
and Bueno, 2008) and as a regulator of Cdc25 stability (Wolfe and Gould, 2004).
To determine the relative stability of Cdc25-GFP and Cdc25(9A)-GFP in
logarithmically growing cultures, pREP81-cdc25-GFP and pREP81-cdc25(9A)-GFP
cells were derepressed by culturing in minimal medium lacking thiamine for 36 hours,
followed by transcriptional repression by the addition of 20 µM thiamine at t=0. Samples
were taken every 30 minutes for 2.5 hours and analyzed by western blot (Figure 2.4C).
Cdc25(9A)-GFP is clearly less stable than Cdc25-GFP under these conditions as
Cdc25(9A)-GFP decreases to nearly undetectable levels after 2.5 hours of nmt promoter
repression, while Cdc25-GFP is still abundant.
2.4.5 Replication checkpoint arrest in Cdc25 phosphorylation mutants is maintained
by Mik1.
During a replication block, the Cdc2-Y15 kinase Mik1 participates in maintaining
S-phase arrest (Baber-Furnari et al., 2000). Mik1 protein levels oscillate, peaking during
S-phase. Mik1 nuclear accumulation is enhanced by replication blocks or DNA damage;
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however there is no evidence that Mik1 is a direct substrate of Cds1 or Chk1. Mik1 is a
phosphoprotein in vivo, but this modification is not dependent on checkpoint activation
(Christensen et al., 2000). The contribution of Mik1 to the checkpoint arrest of
cdc25(9A)-GFPint cells was monitored for accumulation of cut phenotypes following HU
exposure. cdc25-GFPint mik1::ura4+ cells are much more sensitive than mik1+ cells, but
not as sensitive as rad1-1. Loss of cds1+ phosphorylation sites on Cdc25 increases the
HU sensitivity of cells lacking mik1+ (Figure 2.5A). Western blot analysis shows that the
checkpoint defect in cdc25(9A)-GFPint mik1::ura4+ is not due to stabilization of
Cdc25(9A)-GFP protein (Figure 2.5B). Cells of cdc25(9A)-GFPint containing a
disrupted allele of wee1 show little accumulation of abnormal mitotic products above the
basal level observed prior to HU addition (Figure 2.5C). Loss of Pyp3 has no effect on
the HU sensitivity of cdc25-GFPint or cdc25(9A)-GFPint (data not shown).
The above experiment indicates that Mik1 is able to prevent mitotic entry under
conditions where Cdc25 cannot be inhibited by phosphorylation and 14-3-3 binding. We
therefore asked whether Mik1 had a role in the checkpoint proficiency of a strain where
Cdc25-GFP is made constitutively nuclear by addition of an SV-40 nuclear localization
signal (NLS). A similar strain, although also lacking the endogenous Cdc25 NLS, was
S/T Cds1 phosphorylation sites (creating cdc25(9A)-NLS-GFP) showing that the
instability induced by 9A mutations is dominant to the advancement of mitosis caused by
forcing Cdc25 to be nuclear (Figure 2.6B).
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Figure 2.5: Mik1 and Wee1 are required for DNA replication checkpoint in cells
expressing Cdc25-GFP or Cdc25(9A)-GFP.
A. Mik1 is primarily responsible for enforcement of the replication checkpoint.
Logarithmically growing cultures at 30°C were sampled prior to and at two hour intervals
following addition of 15 mM HU. Samples were methanol fixed, DAPI stained and
fields of cells photographed and examined for cut phenotypes. Error bars represent ± 1
s.d. from the mean percent cut phenotype of at least four images containing 50-200 cells
from one independent experiment. B. Cultures indicated were grown to mid-log phase
and exposed to 15 mM HU for 4 hours before collection and processing. Samples were
analyzed by SDS-PAGE and western blotting using mouse anti-GFP primary antibody,
anti-mouse HRP secondary. C. Wee1 is a minor contributor to cell cycle arrest following
HU exposure. Samples prepared as in “A”. Error bars represent ± 1 s.d. from the mean
percent cut phenotype of at least 4 images containing 50-200 cells from one independent
experiment. utilized to demonstrate that cytoplasmic localization of Cdc25 is not required
for DNA checkpoint proficiency (Lopez-Girona et al., 2001a). Wild type cdc25 fused
with the SV40 NLS (cdc25-NLS-GFPint; Chua et al., 2002) is not significantly more
sensitive to HU than cdc25-GFPint when mik1+ is present (Figure 2.6A). However in
the absence of mik1, cdc25-NLS-GFPint shows a profound checkpoint defect, similar to
rad1-1. The sensitivity of cdc25-NLS-GFP can be reduced by mutagenesis of the nine
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Figure 2.6: Mik1 is required for replication checkpoint arrest when Cdc25 cannot
be exported.
A. Logarithmic growth phase cultures were sampled prior to and at two hour intervals
following exposure to 15 mM HU. Samples were methanol fixed, DAPI stained, and
fields of cells photographed and scored for cut nuclei. Error bars represent ± 1 s.d. from
the mean percent cut phenotype of at least four images containing 50-200 cells from one
independent experiment. B. Cultures indicated were grown to mid-logarithmic phase and
exposed to 15 mM HU for 4 hours before collection and processing. Proteins were
separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by western blot using mouse anti-GFP primary
antibody, anti-mouse HRP secondary.
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2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Cdc25(9A)-GFP native promoter integrant does not have a cell cycle
phenotype.
It has previously been reported that Cdc25 is hyperphosphorylated and interacts
with Rad24 during interphase (Chen et al., 1999). This was thought to be consistent with
the finding that cells lacking Rad24 divide at a length somewhat smaller than wildtype
(Ford et al., 1994). A similar phenotype can be seen when Cdc25 is forced into the
nucleus by addition of an SV-40 nuclear localization signal (Chua et al., 2002; LopezGirona et al., 2001a). Both loss of rad24 and addition of an exogenous NLS to Cdc25
cause enhanced Cdc25 nuclear localization, as is observed in Cdc25(9A)-GFP. Thus it is
surprising that cells expressing Cdc25(9A)-GFP divide at a size identical to wildtype.
However, the enhanced nuclear localization of Cdc25 may be due to mislocalization of
another Rad24 binding partner, rather than from disrupting the Cdc25-Rad24 interaction
per se.
Previous reports indicate that features in the 5’ UTR of cdc25 act to limit
translation when nutrients are limited thus tying Cdc25 accumulation to the overall rate
of translation in the cell (Daga and Jimenez, 1999). Even so, it is surprising that this
translates into a many fold difference in Cdc25 protein expression level in YEA vs
minimal medium while the decrease in generation time is only about 20% (2.5 hours in
YEA, 3 hours in EMM). This is particularly interesting since Cdc25 is traditionally
thought of as a dose-dependent mitotic inducer; overexpression of Cdc25 from a strong
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nmt1 promoter causes a drastic decrease in cell size. However, under physiological
regulation a cell divides at a very similar size in conditions where Cdc25 concentration is
vastly different, such as where cells are grown in rich or minimal medium. This
observation supports the model of the cell size checkpoint where, rather than being
quantitatively rate limiting for mitotic initiation, Cdc25 is discretely activated only when
the cell has achieved a threshold cell size (Rupes et al., 2001).
2.5.2 Cdc25(9A)-GFP overexpression causes a DNA replication checkpoint defect.
Re-examination of the results of Zeng and Piwnica-Worms, (1999) suggest that
their conclusions were influenced by over-expression of the mutant Cdc25(9A) protein.
Protein levels in our Cdc25-GFP native promoter integrant are approximately 10-fold
lower than the expression from the nmt81 promoter. At the permissive temperature of
30°C cdc25-22ts cells expressing an empty vector do not accumulate cut nuclei following
HU exposure (Zeng and Piwnica-Worms, 1999). Thus, the mitotic catastrophe seen in
cells expressing pREP81-cdc25(9A) can be considered a dominant negative phenotype
attributable to high protein expression. The results shown here highlight the importance
of using chromosomal integrations and native protein expression levels. This is
particularly important with proteins such as Cdc25, well known to have a dose dependent
effect. It is possible that expressing cdc25(9A) from the pREP81 promoter overwhelmed
the ability of the cell to destroy the phosphatase, resulting in bypass of the replication
checkpoint in the presence of HU.
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2.5.3 Mik1 is required to enforce the replication checkpoint when Cdc25 cannot be
exported or phosphorylated.
Mik1 is involved in repressing mitotic entry from S-phase during unperturbed
growth (Christensen et al., 2000) or following HU exposure (Rhind and Russell, 2001) by
maintaining Cdc2 Y15 phosphorylation. Here we show that in cells unable to inhibit
Cdc25 by phosphorylation at the nine S/T sites in its regulatory domain are still able to
maintain a checkpoint arrest through Mik1, with Wee1 playing a minor role. Although
Mik1 is involved in the response to replication arrest, it does not appear to be directly
phosphorylated by the Cds1 or Rad3 kinases (Baber-Furnari et al., 2000). However,
accumulation of Mik1 following HU exposure requires a functional checkpoint response
(Moser et al., 2000). Mik1 is regulated by the MluI cell-cycle-box binding factor (MBF)
complex, resulting in G1/S specific expression (Ng et al., 2001). MBF members Cdc10
and Rep2 are both activated and the MBF repressor protein Nrm1 inhibited by Cds1
mediated phosphorylation (Chu et al., 2009; de Bruin et al., 2006; de Bruin et al., 2008;
Dutta et al., 2008).
Mik1 is required to prevent mitotic initiation in cells expressing Cdc25-NLS
where Cdc25 is forced to remain nuclear following replication checkpoint activation.
The checkpoint proficiency of strains expressing Cdc25 fused to the SV-40 NLS was a
key observation in the model presented by Lopez-Girona et al. (2001a). That is, the
cytoplasmic relocalization and segregation from Cdc2, is not required for replication and
DNA damage checkpoint function. This model predicts that phosphorylation and 14-3-3
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binding to Cdc25-NLS is sufficient to inhibit its phosphatase activity and prevent Cdc2
Y15 dephosphorylation even if Cdc25 remains localized to the nucleus.
Cds1 interacts with and phosphorylates Wee1 (Boddy et al., 1998). However,
Wee1 appears to play a minor role in arrest following HU exposure in cells expressing
Cdc25(9A)-GFP. Thus, the results presented here are consistent with previous studies
which showed that cells lacking cdc25 in a wee1-50ts background are resistant to HU
(Enoch and Nurse, 1990).
2.5.4 Cdc25 phosphorylation mutants are unstable following replication arrest.
The rapid degradation of Cdc25(9A)-GFP following HU treatment suggests that
one of the functions of Cdc25 phosphorylation is to protect the phosphatase from
proteasomic degradation during DNA replication checkpoint arrest. These results
indicate that phosphorylation and 14-3-3 binding is required for the stockpiling response
observed by Kovelman and Russell, (1996). Cdc25(9A)-GFP shows a higher rate of
turnover in promoter shutoff experiments suggesting that either phosphorylation or 14-33 binding has a stabilizing function during unperturbed growth as well.
Whether Cdc25 is stabilized by constitutive low level phosphorylation and 14-3-3
binding during interphase is not certain. Rad24 and Cdc25 have been reported to interact
in unperturbed cells (Chen et al., 1999). However, the lack of a cell cycle defect in
cdc25(9A)-GFPint argues that such an interaction is not required during normal growth.
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2.5.5 Cdc25 phosphorylation is required to maintain viability following HU
treatment
Although cdc25(9A)-GFPint fails to accumulate an increased number of cut
nuclei within 8 hours of HU exposure, the growth of this strain on medium containing
HU is clearly inhibited relative to wildtype. The role of these phosphorylation sites in
maintaining viability following this arrest is not clear; absence of phosphorylation
however does lead to degradation following arrest. Kovelman and Russell (1996)
hypothesized that stockpiling may be adaptive to allow rapid re-entry into the cell cycle
once the checkpoint arrest is lifted. Alternately, residual amounts of Cdc25(9A)-GFP
may cause a subpopulation of cells to eventually leak through the checkpoint leading to a
slow, cumulative loss of viability.
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Chapter 3:
Putative carboxy-terminal phosphorylation sites in Cdc25 contribute to
enforcement of the DNA damage and replication checkpoints
3.1 Abstract
The Cdc25 phosphatase is negatively regulated in response to DNA replication
blocks, DNA damage and extracellular stress. Phosphorylation of Cdc25 creates a
binding site for the 14-3-3 homologue Rad24; the complex is then exported from the
nucleus. Cdc25 is phosphorylated on twelve serine/threonine sites in vitro. Nine reside
in the amino terminal half of the protien with the remaining sites located in the extreme
C-terminus. We have previously shown that the nine amino terminal sites are not
required for replication checkpoint enforcement due to the influence of Mik1 kinase on
Cdc2 Y15 phosphorylation, and degradation of the mutant protein lacking those
phosphorylation sites. Here we examine the influence of the C-terminal sites on the
negative regulation of Cdc25. These sites are conserved and have been shown to be
phosphorylated following DNA damage and replication blocks in vertebrate cells. We
show that these sites have a role in the negative regulation of S.pombe Cdc25 following
replication arrest, and in the maintenance of DNA damage checkpoint responses.
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3.2 Introduction
It has been reported that Cdc25 is phosphorylated on twelve serine/threonine
residues by Cds1 in vitro (Zeng and Piwnica-Worms, 1999). Nine of these residues reside
in the amino terminal regulatory region and have been shown to be involved in Cdc25
inhibition by the DNA replication and DNA damage checkpoints as well as by the stress
responsive MAP kinase pathway (Furnari et al., 1999; Lopez-Aviles et al., 2005; Zeng et
al., 1998; Zeng and Piwnica-Worms, 1999). However, the three remaining Cds1 targeted
residues in Cdc25 have not been examined for their involvement in these pathways.
Recent studies of vertebrate Cdc25 paralogues have shown that carboxy terminal
phosphorylation sites are important checkpoint targets (Chen et al., 2003; Powers et al.,
2000; Schmitt et al., 2006; Uto et al., 2004). However, the importance of these sites in
the DNA replication and DNA damage checkpoints of Schizosaccharomyces pombe has
not been examined.
Entry into mitosis is regulated by the cyclin-dependent kinase Cdc2 (Gould and
Nurse, 1989; Morla et al., 1989). During interphase Cdc2 is maintained in an inactive
state due to the phosphorylation of tyrosine-15 by the tyrosine kinase Wee1 (Lundgren et
al., 1991; Parker et al., 1992; Russell and Nurse, 1987b). Once the cell has reached a
sufficient size to enter mitosis, tyrosine-15 is dephosphorylated by the Cdc25
phosphatase (Gautier et al., 1991; Kumagai and Dunphy, 1991; Millar et al., 1991;
Russell and Nurse, 1986). Inhibition of Cdc25 by phosphorylation and/or 14-3-3 binding
is a highly conserved method of preventing mitotic entry following perturbation by DNA
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damage or replication blocks (Ford et al., 1994; Lopez-Girona et al., 1999). Late in
mitosis, the Cdc2-mediated phosphorylation of Cdc25 is reversed by the CDC14
homologue Clp1 and Cdc25 is ubiquitinated by the anaphase promoting complex (APC),
directed to the proteasome and destroyed (Wolfe and Gould, 2004).
Cdc25 represents a point of convergence for pathways monitoring progression of
S-phase, integrity of the genome and extracellular conditions. The effector kinases of
these pathways phosphorylate Cdc25 creating binding sites for the 14-3-3 homologue
Rad24 (Ford et al., 1994) resulting in Crm1-mediated nuclear export (Lopez-Girona et
al., 1999). Replication arrest and DNA damage trigger activation of Cds1 and Chk1
kinases respectively (Boddy et al., 1998; Furnari et al., 1999; Zeng et al., 1998).
In addition to causing the nuclear export of Cdc25, Cds1 phosphorylates several
other targets to prevent replication fork regression and recombination at the fork such as
fork protection complex subunits Swi1 and Swi3, the Holliday junction resolvase subunit
Mus1, and recombination repair protein Rad60 (Boddy et al., 2001; Boddy et al., 2003;
Miyabe et al., 2009; Noguchi et al., 2003; Noguchi et al., 2004). In strains lacking Cds1,
replication arrest results in replication fork collapse and a Chk1-mediated DNA damage
signal which inhibits Cdc25. In addition, the Mik1 kinase is transcribed in S-phase and
acts on Cdc2 to prevent activation and premature mitotic entry while DNA is being
replicated (Lee et al., 1994; Lundgren et al., 1991). Mik1 is not directly activated by the
DNA replication checkpoint, but is transciptionally upregulated following
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phosphorylation of MBP complex member Cdc10 and Res2 as well as the MBP
transcriptional repressor Nrm1 by Cds1 (Ng et al., 2001).
Zeng et al (1998) first defined S99 and S359 as the major in vitro Cdc25
phosphorylation sites for both Cds1 and Chk1 in S. pombe, with S192 representing a
minor target. Serine 99 was independently identified as a major Cds1 and Chk1
phosphorylation site in vitro (Furnari et al., 1999). Subsequently twelve in vitro Cds1phosphorylated serine/threonine residues were detected on Cdc25 using HPLC (Zeng and
Piwnica-Worms, 1999). Nine of these twelve phosphorylated residues in Cdc25 reside in
the NH2-terminal regulatory domain (including the three previously known sites), and
three reside in a short COOH-terminal domain downstream of the phosphatase domain.
In thiabendazole treated (M-phase arrested) S. pombe cells in vivo phosphorylation of
S99, S178 and S359 (three of the Cds1 in vitro targets) was detected in a whole cell
phosphoproteome analysis (Wilson-Grady et al., 2008).
Vertebrate Cdc25A, B and C are also phosphorylated in their NH2-terminal
regulatory domains following DNA damage (Brown et al., 1999; Chen et al., 2003;
Matsuoka et al., 1998; Schmitt et al., 2006; Sorensen et al., 2003) resulting in their
inhibition by 14-3-3 binding (Chen et al., 2003; Peng et al., 1997; Schmitt et al., 2006;
Uchida et al., 2004). Phosphorylation of Cdc25A by Chk1 can also create a binding site
for the SCF ubiquitin ligase adapter β-TrCP, resulting in degradation (Busino et al., 2003;
Donzelli et al., 2002; Jin et al., 2003; Jin et al., 2008). In addition, several
phosphorylation sites are found in the extreme COOH-terminus of Cdc25A and Cdc25B
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(Chen et al., 2003; Powers et al., 2000; Schmitt et al., 2006; Uto et al., 2004). These sites
are conserved in S. pombe Cdc25 and were identified as in vitro Cds1 targets (Zeng and
Piwnica-Worms, 1999), but their importance in the DNA replication and DNA damage
checkpoints has not been assessed.
Our previous work has shown that the nine regulatory domain phosphorylation
sites are not required for maintenance of the DNA replication or DNA damage
checkpoints and that the replication checkpoint is enforced by degradation of Cdc25(9A),
and the activity of Mik1 kinase. Here we examine the role of the three COOH-terminal
phosphorylation sites in the replication and DNA damage checkpoints.

3.3 Methods
3.3.1 General cell culture techniques
Cells were cultured and handled using the methods described in Chapter 2.
Strains utilized in this work are shown in Table 3.1.
3.3.2 Cloning and genomic integration
cdc25(12A)-GFP integration constructs were created by site directed mutagenesis
(Stratagene Quik-Change XL) of the pcdc25(9A)-GFP integration vector described
elsewhere (Frazer and Young 2011,in press; Thesis Chapter 2). One primer pair
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Table 3.1: Strains used in this study.
Number Genotype

SourceSource

Q3676

ura4-D18 leu1-32 h-

Lab Collection

Q3677

ura4-D18 leu1-32 h+

Lab Collection

Q1975

cdc25::ura4+ cdc2-3w ura4-D18 leu1-32

Nurse and Russell, 1986

Q2016

cdc25-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32 h-

Chua et al, 2002

Q3792

cdc25(9A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu132 h+

Frazer and Young 2010
(in prep.)

Q3852

cdc25(12A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1- This study
32 h-

Q3944

cdc25(Ct-3A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4-D18
leu1-32

This study

Q3799

rad1-1 cdc25-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4-D18
leu1-32 h-

Frazer and Young 2010
(in prep.)

Q3837

rad1-1 cdc25(9A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4d18 leu1-32

This study

Q3911

rad1-1 cdc25(12A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4D18 leu1-32

This study

Q3916

rad3-136 cdc25-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4-D18
leu1-32

This study

Q3917

rad3-136 cdc25(9A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4d18 leu1-32

This study

Q3918

rad3-136 cdc25(12A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4- This study
D18 leu1-32

Q3819

cds1::ura4+ cdc25-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4D18 leu1-32

This study

Q3821

cds1::ura4+ cdc25(9A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+
ura4-D18 leu1-32

This study
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Q3859

cds1::ura4+ cdc25(12A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+
ura4-D18 leu1-32

This study

Q3820

chk1::ura4+ cdc25-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4D18 leu1-32

This study

Q3822

chk1::ura4+ cdc25(9A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+
ura4-d18 leu1-32

This study

Q3860

chk1::ura4+ cdc25(12A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+
ura4-d18 leu1-32

This study

Q3955

mts2-1 ura4-D18 leu1-32

Dunand-Sauthier et al
2002

Q3956

mts2-1 cdc25-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4-D18
leu1-32

This study

Q3957

mts2-1 cdc25(9A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4D18 leu1-32

This study

Q3958

mts2-1 cdc25(12A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4D18 leu1-32

This study

Q3870

mik1::ura4+ cdc25-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4D18 leu1-32

Frazer and Young 2011
(in prep.)

Q3866

mik1::ura4+ cdc25(9A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+
ura4-D18 leu1-32

Frazer and Young 2011
(in prep.)

Q3854

mik1::ura4+ cdc25(12A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+
ura4-D18 leu1-32

This study

Q3985

mik1::ura4+ cdc25(Ct-3A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+
ura4-D18 leu1-32

This study
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Table 3.2: PCR primers utilized in this study.
Name

Sequence

Source

cdc25cf1

5'-acgcctgcagtccgagtttaacaagacaactggc-3'

Chua et
al (2002)

cdc25gc3

5'-acgcgtcgacgaaaatcttctaagtgtagagagggaatgca-3'

Chua et
al (2002)

T561Afwd

5'-gctatgaataatttcaaacgaaacgctgcttttatgcgtactaaaa

This
study

gttatacttttggc-3'
T561Arev

5'-gccaaaagtataacttttagtacgcataaaagcagcgtttcgtttg
aaattattcatagc-3'

S567AT56
9A-2 fwd

5'-cgaaacgctgcttttatgcgtactaaagcttatgcttttggccaaag

S567AT56
9A-2 rev

5'-ggaagctaacacactttggccaaaagcataagctttagtacgc

tgtgttagcttcc-3'

ataaaagcagcgtttcg-3'
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This
study
This
study
This
study

(T561Afwd and T561Arev; Table 3.2) was used to mutate T561A, then residues S567
and T569 further mutagenized with the S567AT569Afwd-2 and S567AT569Arev-2
primers to create the plasmid pcdc25(12A)-GFP. To examine the effect of S/T to A
substitution of only the three COOH-terminal phosphorylated residues, (T561,S567, and
T569) was constructed by replacing the 845bp SplI/BglI fragment of pcdc25(12A)-GFP
(containing the 9 NH2-terminal S/T phosphorylation sites) with a fragment from pcdc25GFP containing the wildtype residues. The resulting plasmid was named pcdc25(Ct-3A)GFP for “COOH-terminus 3A” as “cdc25(3A)” has been used previously to describe an
S99A, S192A, S359A substitution mutant (Zeng et al., 1998). Integration and genetic
confirmation of the correct integration locus was conducted as described in Chapter 2.
3.3.3 Microscopy
Microscopy and image acquisition was carried out as described in Chapter 2.
3.3.4 Preparation of Total Protein, SDS-PAGE and western blotting
Protein analysis was performed as per Chapter 2.
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3.4 Results
3.4.1 Broad conservation of COOH-terminus phosphorylation sites in Cdc25
homologues.
As noted previously, the cdc25(9A) construct contains S/T to A substitutions in
only 9 of 12 putative Cds1 phosphorylation sites, leaving the function of three COOHterminal sites unexplored: T561, S567 and T569 (Zeng and Piwnica-Worms, 1999;
Frazer and Young 2011, in press; Figure 3.1A). A multiple alignment of the COOHtermini of Cdc25 A, B and C from Xenopus and human, string and twine from
Drosophila melanogaster and S. pombe Cdc25 shows these sites form a conserved
phosphoserine/threonine 14-3-3 binding motif (Muslin et al., 1996). The arginine
(position 546 in S. pombe Cdc25) is conserved in all sequences as well as a serine or
threonine at the +3 position relative to the arginine residue with the exception of Xenopus
Cdc25C and at the +5 position with the exception of human Cdc25C (S567 and T569 in
S. pombe, respectively). The Chk1 kinase has been shown to phosphorylate Human
Cdc25A at Thr507 (Chen et al., 2003) and Xenopus Cdc25A at T504 (Uto et al., 2004)
corresponding to S. pombe S569. During interphase, Chk1 phosphorylates human
Cdc25B on S563; equivalent to S. pombe S569 (Schmitt et al., 2006).
The conserved arginine residue as well as S/T residues corresponding to S. pombe
S567(+3) and T569(+5) are unambiguously conserved in both D. melanogaster cdc25
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Figure 3.1: Characterization of Cdc25 mutants containing alanine substitutions of in
vitro Cds1 phosphorylation sites.
A. Distribution of 12 Serine/threonine phosphorylation sites identified as in vitro Cds1
targets by Zeng and Piwnica-Worms (1999). †denotes COOH-terminal sites not mutated
in cdc25(9A). B. Sequence alignment of S. pombe Cdc25 COOH-terminal Cds1
phosphorylation sites with D. melanogaster String and Twine, and Cdc25A, B and C
from human and Xenopus. C. Schematic representation of phosphorylation sites
remaining in Cdc25(9A)-GFP, Cdc25(12A)-GFP and Cdc25(Ct-3A)-GFP proteins. D.
Cell cycle distribution of Cdc25 phosphorylation mutants; nucleo:cytoplasmic ratio of
fluorescence intensity is shown. The relative G2 position of all uninucleate cells was
calculated as a proportion of the average length of septated cells in each cell population,
to account for differences in cell size, and grouped into 10% size bins. (Approximately
200 cells were measured for each strain. Each data point represents at least 15 cells.
Error bars represent ± 1 SD). E. Strains expressing Cdc25(12A)-GFP and Cdc25(Ct3A)-GFP are significantly larger than those expressing Cdc25-GFP. Cultures were grown
to mid-logarithmic phase in rich medium, harvested by centrifugation and photographed
and the length of septated cells was determined. Average of three independent
experiments (n=50). Error bars represent ± 1 standard deviation.
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homologues string and twine (Alphey et al., 1992; Edgar and O'Farrell, 1989). The
Caenorhabditis. elegans Cdc25.2 protein contains an arginine with serine residues at +3
and +5 positions, while Cdc25.1 and Cdc25.4 COOH-termini contain an arginine with a
serine residue in the +3 position only (Ashcroft et al., 1998). Cdc25.3 contains no
RxxS/T motifs COOH-terminal to its phosphatase domain. However, due to the extreme
divergence of the COOH-termini amongst the C. elegans paralogues these site
identifications are speculative. The Cdc25 homologue from the algal species
Osteococcus lucimarinus (unpublished direct NCBI submission GI:145343521) contains
a +3 serine and +5 threonine, while Osteococcus tauri (Khadaroo et al., 2004) processes a
+3 serine relative to a conserved arginine. A survey of fungal Cdc25 homologues shows
that there is wide conservation of this motif in the COOH-terminus, although motifs with
only the +3 S/T, and not the +5 residue predominate.
Although a conserved threonine residue, T561, in context with an arginine, is
present in Schizosaccharomyces japonicus, Schizosaccharomyces octosporus and
Schizosaccharomyces cryopilus (Broad Institute locus IDs: SJAG_04332.2,
SOCG_02457.3 and SPOG_01544.2, respectively.) it is not conserved in other fungi, or
higher eukaryotes.
The presence of the carboxy-terminal 17 amino acids of the human Cdc25B
enhances interactions with Cdk2-cyclinA by 10 fold (Chen et al., 2000; Wilborn et al.,
2001). This region contains two arginine residues (R571 and R576 – Cdc25B1
numbering) which are required for this increased binding and are conserved in Human
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Cdc25A, and all three Xenopus Cdc25 paralogues. Interestingly, human Cdc25C shows
poor activity towards Cdk2-cyclinA compared to Cdc25A and Cdc25B (Rudolph et al.,
2001) and lacks the distal most arginine residue. The activity of Cdc25C against Cdk2CyclinA is enhanced in chimeric proteins where the 17 COOH-terminal amino acids of
Cdc25B are fused to the Cdc25C catalytic core (Wilborn et al., 2001). A small peptide
from the COOH-terminus of Xenopus Cdc25B encompassing the conserved
serine/threonine residues shown above is able to suppress germinal vesicle breakdown
when injected into oocytes (Powers et al., 2000). The D. melanogaster Cdc25
homologues also contain RX4R motifs in their COOH-termini although spaced further
from the potential phosphorylation sites than in the human and Xenopus homologues.
These two arginine residues are not conserved in S. pombe or the other
Schizosaccharomycetes, but as fission yeast has only a single essential cyclin dependent
kinase (Cdc2) such targeting is perhaps not required.
Although in S. pombe the COOH-terminal sites are poorly utilized by Cds1 in
vitro, they are conserved in the vertebrate homologues and thus they may play an
important role in Cdc25 regulation.
3.4.2 Mutation of the COOH-terminal Cds1 phosphorylation sites in Cdc25 is not
sufficient to bypass the DNA replication checkpoint.
Site directed mutagenesis was conducted on the pcdc25(9A)-GFP integration
plasmid to make T561A, S567A and T569A substitutions, resulting in a pcdc25(12A)GFP plasmid. A SplI/BglI restriction fragment, containing all nine NH2-terminal Cds1
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target residues, from pcdc25-GFP was inserted into pcdc25(12A)-GFP to create
pcdc25(Ct-3A)-GFP (Figure 3.1C). These plasmids were integrated at the cdc25 native
promoter in a cdc25::ura4+ cdc2-3w background as previously described (Frazer and
Young, 2011 - in preparation; Chapter 2).
The cell cycle distribution of Cdc25(12A)-GFP shows the same pattern of
periodic expression as wildtype Cdc25-GFP but with a higher amplitude, identical to
Cdc25(9A)-GFP (Figure 3.1D). The accumulation of Cdc25(Ct-3A)-GFP is
indistinguishable from un-mutagenized Cdc25-GFP. Strains expressing cdc25-GFP
alleles lacking the COOH-terminal phosphorylation sites show a small but significant
increase in cell length at septation (Student’s t-test p=0.00079; Figure 3.1E). The
difference in length of cdc25-GFPint and cdc25(9A)-GFPint strains is not significant
(Student’s t-test p=0.12). Mutagenesis of all 12 putative phosphorylation sites results in
an additive increase in length over cdc25(Ct-3A)-GFPint and cdc25(9A)-GFP, although
the magnitude is only about 1 µm. A logarithmically growing cdc25(12A)-GFPint
culture shows a small but significant decrease in the number of septated cells suggesting
an elongation of interphase (data not shown). FACS analysis shows that there is no G1
population in these strains, indicating that cell cycle elongation is not occurring in this
phase (data not shown)
When the short term accumulation of cut phenotypes following HU treatment was
monitored it was found that loss of the additional phosphorylation sites did not cause a
significant increase in the frequency of cut phenotypes relative to cdc25(9A)-GFPint
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(one-way ANOVA: F(3,12)=0.709, p < .05) (Figure 3.2A). All phosphorylation site
mutants were able to arrest mitotic entry resulting in cell elongation (Figure 3.2B). We
previously reported that cdc25(9A)-GFPint showed a slightly increased sensitivity to
growth on YEA medium containing 5mM HU (Frazer and Young, 2011 in preparation;
Chapter 2). The cdc25(12A)-GFP integrant shows a further increase in sensitivity to
growth on HU containing medium (Figure 3.2C). Like Cdc25(9A)-GFP, Cdc25(12A)GFP fails to be stockpiled following replication arrest, whereas Cdc25(Ct-3A)-GFP
behaves similar to wildtype (Figure 3.2D).
No single substitution of the 12 putative phosphorylation sites is sufficient to
cause bypass of replication arrest following HU treatment. However expressing these
phosphorylation mutants in a mik1::ura4+ background results in differing levels of
checkpoint bypass. All of the phosphorylation mutants are more sensitive to replication
blocks than cdc25-GFPint when mik1 is absent. cdc25(12A)-GFP shows the largest
effect (Figure 3.2E). Interestingly, cdc25(Ct-3A)-GFPint is as checkpoint compromised
as cdc25(9A)-GFPint in this experiment. Thus, the three COOH-terminal
phosphorylation sites are as important as the nine NH2-terminal sites for the inhibition of
Cdc25.
3.4.3 Loss of in vitro Cds1 phosphorylation sites partially compromises a bleomycin
induced DNA damage checkpoint arrest.
Cds1 and Chk1 share similar basic substrate specificity of RxxS/T in vitro which
is the same as the minimal 14-3-3 phospho-S/T binding site (Hutchins et al., 2000;
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Figure 3.2 Alanine substitutions at T561, S567 and T569 do not result in bypass of
DNA replication checkpoint.
A. Logarithmically growing cultures were exposed to 15mM hydroxyurea. Samples were
taken at two hour intervals, fixed in methanol, DAPI stained and photographed. Error
bars represent ± 1 SD from the mean % cut phenotype of at least 4 images containing 50200 cells. B. Cdc25 phosphorylation site mutants undergo cell cycle arrest and
elongation following HU exposure. DAPI and brightfield images from “A” overlaid and
converted to grayscale. The bar is 10 µm. C. Growth inhibition of cdc25(9A)-GFPint and
cdc25(12A)-GFPint by 5mM hydroxyurea in YEA. Logarithmically growing cultures
were diluted to 1x106, serially diluted and small aliquots were plated on YEA plates
containing 5mM hydroxyurea and incubated at 30°C for three days. D. Protein levels and
phosphorylation state of Cdc25 phosphorylation site mutants. Logarithmically growing
cultures untreated or exposed to 15mM hydroxyurea for 4 hours were harvested and
processed for SDS page. Western blot analysis was conducted using mouse anti-GFP
primary and goat anti-mouse HRP secondary. E. COOH-terminal Cdc25
phosphorylation sites influence checkpoint arrest in cells lacking Mik1. Logarithmically
growing cells were exposed to 15 mM hydroxyurea and sampled at two hour intervals.
Cells were methanol fixed stained with DAPI, imaged, then examined for cut phenotypes.
Error bars represent ± 1 SD from the mean % cut phenotype of at least 4 images
containing 50-200 cells.
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Muslin et al., 1996; O'Neill et al., 2002). However, it is not known whether Chk1 is able
to phosphorylate the same residues on Cdc25 as Cds1 in vivo. To examine the effect of
loss of the Cds1 phosphorylated residues of Cdc25 on the DNA damage checkpoint, cells
were exposed to the drug bleomycin. Bleomycin is a radio-mimetic drug which causes
double stranded DNA breaks and a Chk1 mediated checkpoint arrest (Lopez-Girona et
al., 2001b; Shirakawa et al., 1971). Exposure to bleomycin results in a Cdc25-GFP
mobility shift beginning at 2 hours after exposure to the drug (Figure 3.3A). Following 4
hours of bleomycin exposure Cdc25-GFP and Cdc25(Ct-3A)-GFP show a mobility shift,
while Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP do not (Figure 3.3B). This suggests that
the bulk of Cdc25 phosphorylation by Chk1 occurs on the 9 NH2-terminal
phosphorylation sites.
To determine whether the Cdc25-GFP phosphorylation mutants are able to
override the DNA damage checkpoint these strains were examined for their ability to
arrest cell cycle progression following DNA damage. Logarithmic cultures were exposed
to bleomycin and samples taken at 30 minute intervals. These samples were methanol
fixed and stained with methyl blue and DAPI and scored for septation (Figure 3.3C). The
percent septation of Cdc25-GFP decreases to approximately 2% and remains low for the
duration of the experiment while rad1-1 cells continue to divide in the face of
accumulating damage. cdc25(9A)-GFPint and cdc25(12A)-GFPint show an intermediate
increase in the proportion of septated cells indicating a partial bypass of the checkpoint.
Interestingly, cdc25(Ct-3A)-GFPint shows an initial decrease in septation following
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Figure 3.3: Cdc25 C-terminal phosphorylation sites are required for maintenance of
the DNA damage checkpoint.
A. Cdc25-GFP is phosphorylated following exposure to 5 µg/ml bleomycin. Samples
were taken at 1 hour intervals and processed for SDS-PAGE. Western blot analysis was
conducted using mouse anti-GFP primary and goat anti-mouse HRP secondary
antibodies. B. Western blot analysis of Cdc25 phosphorylation mutants following 4
hours of incubation with 5 µg/ml bleomycin. Lysates analyzed as in “A”. C.
Logarithmically growing cultures were exposed to 5 µg/ml bleomycin and samples taken
at one hour intervals. Cells were methanol fixed and stained with methyl blue and DAPI,
photographed and scored for septation. Error bars represent ± 1 SD from the mean %
septation of at least 4 images containing 50-200 cells.
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bleomycin treatment but is unable to maintain the arrest. The percent septation increases
until its checkpoint defect becomes as severe as rad1-1. This experiment suggests that
phosphorylation of the T561, S567 and/or T569 are required for maintenance of the DNA
damage checkpoint arrest, but not its establishment.
A similar trend can be observed when cell density is monitored following DNA
damage checkpoint activation (Figure 3.4A). Cells were cultured to early log phase,
bleomycin was added, and samples taken at one hour intervals. Cell number was
measured using a Coulter Counter and aliquots of cells were washed with fresh medium,
serially diluted and plated to determine percent survival. The checkpoint impaired rad11 mutant continues to divide in spite of the presence of bleomycin, while cdc25-GFPint
arrests its cell cycle progression. cdc25(9A)-GFPint and cdc25(12A)-GFPint show an
intermediate checkpoint impairment. cdc25(Ct-3A)-GFPint appears to arrest but begins
to increase in cell number as the experiment progresses. Examination of percent survival
shows that failure to arrest cell cycle progression following bleomycin exposure
correlates with a decrease in viability (Figure 3.4B).
3.4.4 Cdc25(12A)-GFP shows a subtle mitotic exit defect following replication
arrest.
When cells lacking the DNA damage and replication checkpoint are exposed to
hydroxyurea, viability is rapidly lost as they progress unhindered through S-phase and
enter mitosis with un-replicated DNA. In the above experiments, cdc25-GFP(9A)GFPint and cdc25(12A)-GFPint are not significantly different from cdc25-GFPint in
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Figure 3.4: cdc25(Ct-3A)-GFPint is unable to maintain viability following bleomycin
exposure.
A. Growth curves of indicated strains in medium containing 5 µg/ml bleomycin. Cells
were sampled at intervals indicated and cell density determined using a Coulter counter
and the relative increase in cell number is plotted. B. Samples taken in “A” were washed
in fresh medium, serially diluted and plated on YEA to determine % survival. Colonies
were counted and percent survival was calculated, correcting for the increase in cell
number.
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percentage of cut phenotypes following 8 hour HU exposure, but demonstrate
significantly more sensitivity to HU exposure over several days in a plate dilution assay
In order to detect a subtle checkpoint defect, cdc25-GFPint, cdc25(9A)-GFPint
and cdc25(12A)-GFPint were cultured to early logarithmic phase, exposed to 15mM HU
and sampled at two hour intervals. Cell number was calculated with a Coulter Counter
(Figure 3.5A) and viability was determined by washing cells to remove HU and plating
serial dilutions of the culture onto rich medium and counting the resulting colonies
(Figure 3.5B). From these numbers the percent viability was calculated (Figure 3.5C).
Both cdc25(9A)-GFPint and cdc25(12A)-GFPint show a small but significant drop in
viability during the course of this experiment, losing approximately 20% of their viability
by the end of the 8 hour time course.
While conducting the liquid culture experiments described above it was noted that
by the end of the time course septated cells with seemingly normal chromosome
segregation were beginning to appear indicating a resumption of the cell cycle. When the
experiment is extended beyond 8 hours, cdc25-GFPint, cdc25(9A)-GFPint and
cdc25(12A)-GFPint slowly accumulate cells with cut nuclei with cdc25(12a)-GFPint
showing the most severe phenotype (Figure 3.6A). The proportion of cells that appear to
be undergoing mitosis at each time point is unchanged (Figure 3.6B). However, there is a
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Figure 3.5: Loss of viability of phosphorylation mutants following acute HU
exposure.
Logarithmically growing cultures of each strain in YEA were diluted to 1x106 cells per
ml and exposed to 15mM HU. Prior to and at 2 hour intervals, cell number was
determined using a Coulter Counter and a sample was diluted and plated on YEA to
determine colony forming ability. A. Percent change in cell number. Cell number
expressed as a proportion of the T=0 value show relative change over time. B. Percent
change in colony number. Colony number at each data point expressed as a proportion of
T=0 to show relative change over time. C. Percent viability. The percent of cells that
survived to form colonies (B) divided by the number of cells plated at each data point
(from A). Trend lines in “C” are exponential with a y-intercept of 1.0; lines for
cdc25(9A)-GFP and cdc25(12A)-GFP overlap.
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Figure 3.6: Cdc25 phosphorylation mutants show a defect in mitotic exit, and show
a defect in completion of septation.
Logarithmically growing cultures of the indicated strains were exposed to 15mM HU and
sampled over 12 hours. Cells were scored for cut phenotypes (A), mitotic nuclei (B) and
septation (C). D. Logarithmically growing cultures of the genotypes indicated were
exposed to 15mM HU and sampled at the times indicated. Samples were processed for
SDS-PAGE and analyzed by western blot using mouse anti-GFP primary, and anti-mouse
HRP secondary antibodies. E. Mid-logarithmic phase cultures were sampled before and
after 4 hours of exposure to 15mM HU. Samples were processed as in “D”. Membrane
was exposed to X-ray film for 60 minutes prior to processing.
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slow accumulation of septated cells which do not have grossly mis-segregated DNA
(Figure 3.6C). This suggests that a delay in cytokinesis and mitotic exit occurs as cells
overcome HU arrest and proceed through mitosis, the severity of which is increased by
loss of the putative Cds1 phosphorylation sites. Thus, while cdc25(9A)-GFPint and
cdc25(12A)-GFPint both show a slow decrease in viability following HU treatment
cdc25(12A)-GFPint is further impaired by a mitotic exit defect.
Western blot analysis shows Cdc25-GFP stockpiling is temporary with protein
levels peaking at 4 hours after addition of HU with Cdc25-GFP levels then returning to
normal for the remainder of the experiment (Figure 3.6D). Following HU exposure,
Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP are degraded within two hours following addition
of HU. A small amount of residual full length Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP
can be detected after an extremely long exposure of the membrane (Figure 3.6E).
3.4.5 Destabilization of Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP following HU
exposure requires replication checkpoint arrest.
Western blot analysis shows that Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP are
degraded when expressed in a rad1-1, rad3-136 or cds1::ura4+ background, but remain
detectible at a low level following 4 hours of HU exposure. Expression of the
phosphorylation site mutants in a chk1::ura4+ background results in full degradation
following HU exposure (Figure 3.7A).
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Figure 3.7: Degradation of Cdc25 phosphorylation mutant following HU treatment
requires checkpoint arrest.
A. Stockpiling and degradation of Cdc25 following HU treatment in cds1::ura4+ and
chk1::ura4+. Mid-logarithmic cultures were sampled prior to and after 4 hours of
incubation with 15mM HU at 30°C and subjected to SDS-PAGE and western blot using
mouse anti-GFP and anti-mouse-HRP. Upper panel: anti-GFP western blot, Lower
panel: membrane from upper panel stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue for total
protein. B. Delayed degradation of Cdc25(12A)-GFP and Cdc25(9A)-GFP in a
cds1::ura4+ background. Cultures sampled and processed as in “A”. C. Accumulation of
cut nuclei following exposure to 15mM HU in liquid culture. Samples taken at times
indicated, methanol fixed, stained with DAPI and imaged by fluorescence microscopy.
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Interestingly Cdc25-GFP is still phosphorylated in cells lacking Rad1 or Rad3.
While Rad1 is clearly required for the replication checkpoint, Rad3 is able to function
independently of the 911 complex to phosphorylate Cds1 (Lindsay et al., 1998; Wolkow
and Enoch, 2002). However, Cds1 activation is completely dependent on Rad3 activity
(Lindsay et al., 1998). The treatment of rad3-136 cells with hydroxyurea has been shown
to increase production of reactive oxygen species (Marchetti et al., 2006) which may
result in Cdc25 phosphorylation due to SAPK signaling and Srk1 kinase activation
(Lopez-Aviles et al., 2005).
To examine the kinetics of Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP degradation in
cells lacking the replication checkpoint, cdc25-GFPint, cdc25(9A)-GFPint and
cdc25(12A)-GFPint each in a cds1::ura4+ background were sampled at two hour
intervals. Western blot analysis shows that Cdc25-GFP is still phosphorylated and
stockpiled, Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP are still degraded (Figure 3.7B).
However, the degradation is not as rapid as in a cds1+ background where GFP is
undetectable by two hours after addition of HU (cf. Fig. 3.5A). Experiments showing the
persistence of a small amount of Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP in backgrounds
that compromise the replication checkpoint have been replicated several times. This
small amount of protein is not easily detectable when the checkpoint is functional. The
consequence of being unable to degrade all of the Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP
is clear from the appearance of cut nuclei in cds1- strains following HU exposure. The
small amount of Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP which persists drives cells into
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mitosis resulting in mitotic catastrophe (Figure 3.7C). HU exposure in a cds1background causes destabilization and regression of replication forks, resulting in DNA
damage due to improper recombination at these sites (Ampatzidou et al., 2006; Kai et al.,
2005). Under these conditions a DNA damage signal is generated through activation of
Chk1 (Froget et al., 2008). Since Cdc25(12A)-GFP responds similarly to Cdc25(9A)GFP, the additional three phosphorylation sites in the COOH-terminus of Cdc25 do not
contribute to inactivation of the phosphatase, at least in response to collapsed replication
forks.
3.4.6 Functional 26S proteasome is required for degradation of Cdc25(9A)-GFP and
Cdc25(12A)-GFP following replication arrest.
To determine if the rapid degradation of Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP
were a result of ubiquitination and proteolytic degradation, cdc25-GFPint, cdc25(9A)GFPint and cdc25(12A)-GFPint strains were crossed into an mts2-1 background. Mts2 is
a subunit of the 26S proteasome (Gordon et al., 1993). At its restrictive temperature,
mts2-1 cells are unable to exit mitosis, thus making this condition unsuitable for
examination of checkpoint proficiency. In addition, we have found that incubation at
36°C suppresses the checkpoint defect of rad1-1 (data not shown). This effect is
presumably due to Cdc25 inhibition by activation of the SAPK pathway. A similar effect
has been shown by pre-treating checkpoint mutants with osmotic stress prior to
hydroxyurea exposure (Alao et al., 2010).
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At the permissive temperature of 30°C, Cdc25-GFP, Cdc25(9A)-GFP and
Cdc25(12A)-GFP levels in the nucleus and cytoplasm are increased, indicating mts2-1
function is partially compromised but cells are still able to progress through mitosis
(Figure 3.8A). While mts2-1 alone is slightly smaller than wildtype, when combined
with any of the Cdc25-GFP native integrants cell size is further decreased as the proteins
accumulate to higher levels (Figure 3.8B). Following exposure to 15 mM HU for 4 hours
Cdc25-GFP is still stockpiled in the mts2-1 background. Cdc25(9A)-GFP and
Cdc25(12A)-GFP are still detectable in an mts2-1 background following 4 hours of HU
exposure (Figure 3.8C). Instead of the abrupt disappearance of Cdc25(9A)-GFP and
Cdc25(12A)-GFP proteins, a slow decrease is observed in an mts2-1 background at this
semi-permissive temperature (Figure 3.8D). However, even though Cdc25(9A)-GFP and
Cdc25(12A)-GFP protein are still present following four hours of replication arrest, these
cells do not show abnormal chromosome segregation above the basal level observed at
time zero (Figure 3.8E). mts2-1 cells expressing cdc25+ do not show this basal level of
mitotic catastrophe at the permissive temperature of 30°C, it thus appears to be a
consequence of the increased accumulation of the Cdc25 constructs and the subsequent
mitotic advancement (data not shown).
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Figure 3.8: Loss of proteasome subunit Mts2 stabilizes Cdc25(12A)-GFP and
Cdc25(9A)-GFP during replication arrest.
mts2-1 stabilizes Cdc25-GFP, Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP (A) and results in a
reduction in cell length (B). Cells were grown to mid-logarithmic phase and imaged for
GFP localization and length at septation (n = 38-50 cells). Bar represents 10 μm. C.
Mutation of mts2-1 reduces Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP degradation
following replication arrest. Logarithmically growing cultures were sampled before and
after 4 hours of exposure to 15mM HU. Samples were processed and subjected to SDSPAGE and western blotting using mouse anti-GFP primary, and goat anti-mouse
secondary antibodies. D. Strains indicated were grown to mid-logarithmic phase,
exposed to 15 mM HU and sampled at 2 hour intervals. Samples were analyzed as in
“C”. E. The mts2-1 mutation does not increase the frequency of abnormal mitosis in
Cdc25 phosphorylation mutants. Mid-logarithmic cultures were exposed to 15 mM
hydroxyurea and sampled at the times indicated. Cells were methanol fixed, DAPI
stained, and imaged with a fluorescence microscope. Fields of cells were scored for the
presence of abnormal DNA segregation.
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3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Phosphorylation of COOH-terminal S/T residues participates in deactivation
of Cdc25 following replication arrest.
The majority of work concerning the phosphorylation of S. pombe Cdc25 has
concentrated on sites in the NH2-terminal regulatory domain. Results reported here, in
addition to studies in Xenopus and mammalian cells, demonstrate the importance of
COOH-terminal phosphorylation in Cdc25 regulation. The RxxS/T phosphorylation sites
in the COOH-terminus appear to be conserved in Cdc25A, Cdc25B, and to a lesser extent
in Cdc25C. Reports to date implicate Chk1 in these phosphorylations, and in one case
exclude Chk2 (Cds1 homologue) (Chen et al., 2003).
Substituting the three COOH-terminal serine/threonine Cds1 sites for alanine in S.
pombe cdc25 causes a very mild cell cycle delay, but does not affect localization. Strains
expressing Cdc25(12A)-GFP or Cdc25(Ct-3A)-GFP show a mild cell elongation
phenotype due to G2 delay. Examination of GFP fluorescence in unperturbed
logarithmically growing cell cultures shows that Cdc25(12A)-GFP does not differ from
Cdc25(9A)-GFP in its pattern of nuclear localization, while Cdc25(Ct-3A)-GFP
resembles wildtype.
No combination of Cdc25 S/T-A substitutions tested results in a detectable DNA
replication defect in otherwise wild type genetic backgrounds. cdc25(9A)-GFPint,
cdc25(12A)-GFPint, and cdc25(Ct-3A)-GFP are able to arrest at the G2/M transition
following replication arrest by HU exposure. There is no accumulation of cut nuclei
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above what is observed in cdc25-GFPint, and cells become elongated as the arrest
progresses. However, a more subtle growth defect is apparent when cdc25(9A)-GFPint
and cdc25(12A)-GFPint cells are plated on medium containing 5 mM HU. Growth is
inhibited in both strains, with the latter showing a more severe phenotype. In spite of the
lack of cut nuclei during the 8 hour HU experiments both cdc25(9A)-GFPint and
cdc25(12A)-GFPint lose viability over time. Examination of cells using DAPI allows
detection of errors in gross chromosomal segregation, not DNA damage. It is possible
that if a cell is unable to negatively regulate Cdc25 by phosphorylation and 14-3-3
binding that lethal DNA damage occurs during replication. Indeed, if we induce S-phase
DNA damage by treating cds1::ura4+ cells with hydroxyurea both cdc25(9A)-GFPint
and cdc25(12A)-GFPint are significantly more sensitive than wildtype.
Like cdc25(9A)-GFPint, cdc25(12A)-GFPint is more sensitive to HU than
wildtype Cdc25 when the Mik1 kinase is absent (Frazer and Young 2011 in press;
Chapter 2). Substitution of only the three COOH-terminal phosphorylation sites of
Cdc25 results in an increase in hydroxyurea sensitivity in a mik1::ura4+ background. An
increase in apparent molecular weight indicates that Cdc25(Ct-3A)-GFP is
hyperphosphorylated, while it remains incompletely inhibited relative to Cdc25-GFP.
Because Cdc25(Ct-3A)-GFP still possesses the major Cds1/Chk1 phosphorylation sites it
is probable that it is able to bind Rad24 following DNA damage/ replication arrest. If
this is the case then the COOH-terminal phosphorylation sites of Cdc25 may be required
to deactivate Cdc25 independent of 14-3-3 binding.
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3.5.2 Phosphorylation of Cdc25 COOH-terminal S/T sites affect the maintenance of
DNA damage checkpoint arrest.
When a DNA damage checkpoint arrest is triggered with the radiomimetic drug
bleomycin, wildtype S. pombe cells respond by arresting mitotic entry, resulting in a drop
in septated cells in the population. cdc25(9A)-GFPint and cdc25(12A)-GFPint are
partially impaired for this response, showing a decrease in mitotic entry, but not to the
extent of wildtype. Interestingly, cdc25(Ct-3A)-GFPint cells are able to establish a G2/M
arrest, but are unable to maintain it. It has been shown that sustained Chk1 activity is
required to maintain a DNA damage checkpoint arrest (Latif et al., 2004). Perhaps this
maintenance occurs through phosphorylation of T561, S567 and/or T569, while the initial
checkpoint arrest occurs via phosphorylation of sites in the NH2-terminus.
3.5.3 HU induced degradation of Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP is
influenced by checkpoint signaling and requires the 26S proteasome.
Examination of Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP degradation in rad1-1,
rad3-136 and cds1::ura4+ backgrounds indicates that although degradation of the
phosphorylation mutants still occurs in these backgrounds, it is slowed significantly.
Clp1 phosphatase has been shown to be phosphorylated following replication arrest
(Diaz-Cuervo and Bueno, 2008) and is involved in Cdc25 degradation during mitosis
(Wolfe and Gould, 2004). In the absence of Clp1 activation it may be that Cdc25(9A)GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP are either not completely destroyed as HU treated cells pass
through mitosis and/or are allowed to accumulate in G1 and S-phase.
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The rapidity with which Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP appear to be
destroyed following HU exposure is striking. By two hours after addition of the inhibitor
Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP protein levels drop below the limit of detection
for our reagents. In an mts2-1 background the degradation of the phosphorylation site
mutants is largely abrogated. The identity of the ubiquitin ligase responsible for the
destruction of Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP is uncertain at present. The
HECT-domain ubiquitin ligase Pub1 has been shown to target Cdc25 for degradation
(Nefsky and Beach, 1996). However, we have eliminated Pub1 as a candidate as
Cdc25(9A)-GFP is not stabilized following HU exposure in a pub1::ura4+ background
(data not shown). The other likely candidate is the anaphase promoting complex (APC).
The APC is required for breaking down chromatid cohesion at the metaphase-anaphase
transition and subsequently degrading cyclinB (Tyers and Jorgensen, 2000). Anaphase
promoting complex mutants have been shown to stabilize Cdc25 in S. pombe (Wolfe and
Gould, 2004).
3.5.4 cdc25(9A)-GFPint and cdc25(12A)-GFPint show a mitotic exit defect when
recovering from replication arrest.

Western blots show that Cdc25-GFP phosphorylation and stockpiling has been
relaxed by 8 hours, but we are unable to detect Cdc25(9A)-GFP or Cdc25(12A)-GFP
following its initial drop between 0 and 2 hours. That cdc25(9A)-GFPint and
cdc25(12A)-GFPint, particularly the latter, are able to over-ride the DNA replication
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checkpoint in a mik1::ura4+ background suggests these proteins are hyperactive and
present at a very low level, rather than completely absent. In light of the apparent
cytokinesis defect of Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP this raises the question of
whether Cdc25 inhibition and/or Cdc2 dephosphorylation, is required for some process
during mitosis in addition to the G2/M transition. In cycling Xenopus oocyte extracts,
Cdk1 is transiently phosphorylated during mitosis (D'Angiolella et al., 2007). Addition
of recombinant Cdk1(T14A, Y15F) protein results in a delay in mitotic exit and inhibits
cyclin destruction by the APC (D'Angiolella et al., 2007; Pomerening et al., 2005). The
“stockpiling” of Cdc25 has been observed both in S. pombe (Kovelman and Russell,
1996) and more recently in human Cdc25B following various forms of DNA damage
(Bansal and Lazo, 2007). It has been hypothesized that having a stock of inactive Cdc25
during a DNA damage or replication checkpoint arrest may assist in resumption of the
cell cycle once the arrest is lifted. The results presented here suggest that Cdc25 may be
involved in the completion of mitosis following replication arrest. From the slow
decrease in viability observed in cdc25(9A)-GFPint and cdc25(12A)-GFPint cells it can
be inferred that they are accumulating some level of lethal DNA damage as a result of
prolonged HU exposure.
Although Cds1 is capable of phosphorylating twelve S/T sites in Cdc25 in vitro, it
is not certain whether all are used in vivo, whether Chk1 and Srk1 can phosphorylate the
same sites, and whether Rad24 is able to bind to all of these sites when they are
phosphorylated. Work to define the consensus phosphorylation site for human Chk1 and
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hCds1/Chk2 has shown the substrate specificity of these kinases to be very similar
(O'Neill et al., 2002). However, in vitro phosphorylation of Cdc25A by Chk1 and Chk2
shows that the latter has a preference for threonine residues (Hassepass et al., 2003).
Xenopus Chk1 is able to phosphorylate multiple sites on xCdc25C in vitro, but only S287
phosphorylation influences 14-3-3 binding (Kumagai et al., 1998). Thus, further work is
certainly required to unravel the intricacies of Cdc25 regulation in fission yeast.
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Chapter 4:
Cdc25 physically interacts with Sal3, and other observations.
4.1 Abstract
The Sal3 importin-β has been implicated in the nuclear import of the mitotic
inducer Cdc25; in a sal3- background, Cdc25 is excluded from the nucleus. However,
physical interaction of these two proteins has yet to be demonstrated. Here we show that
Cdc25 and Sal3 interact by immunoprecipitation but only if care is taken to minimize
stress induced phosphorylation of Cdc25. A Cdc25 phosphorylation mutant which lacks
twelve sites targeted by the replication checkpoint effector Cds1, is able to suppress the
cell size phenotype of sal3::ura4+ but does not affect its cdr phenotype, replication
checkpoint defect or stress sensitivity. Wildtype Cdc25 accumulates in the nucleus as the
cell progresses through G2, reaching a peak at mitotic entry and is degraded following
Anaphase. In a sal3- background the Cdc25 phosphorylation mutant proteins are able to
accumulate in the nucleus by alternate means in late mitosis and during septation.
Interestingly Cdc25(12A), lacking all 12 S/T phosphorylation sites, is prominently
localized to the nucleus during mitotic exit in cells lacking Sal3.
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4.2 Introduction:
The compartmentalization of eukaryotic cells requires regulation of intracellular
localization. This is clearly seen in the regulation of mitosis. Mitotic initiation is
triggered by removal of an inhibitory phosphate group from tyrosine 15 of the cyclin
dependent kinase Cdc2 by Cdc25. Cdc2 is maintained in a phosphorylated state by the
Wee1 and Mik1 kinases. Cdc2 does not have an obvious nuclear localization signal, but
shows nuclear localization throughout the cell cycle (Booher et al., 1989; Chua et al.,
2002; Decottignies et al., 2001). Localization of Cdc2 to the nuclear compartment
requires interaction with cyclin Cdc13, Cig1 or Cig2 (Decottignies et al., 2001). Cdc25,
Cdc13 and Wee1 are translocated to the nucleus as they are transcribed during G2 and
disappear following completion of mitosis (Aligue et al., 1997; Booher et al., 1989;
Moreno et al., 1990). Sal3 has been identified as the importin-β responsible for nuclear
import of Cdc25 (Chua et al., 2002). A subpopulation of Wee1 is anchored to several of
the cortical nodes along with Cdr1 and Cdr2 (Martin and Berthelot-Grosjean, 2009;
Moseley et al., 2009). This pathway is negatively regulated by a gradient of Pom1 kinase
extending from the cell tips; once the cell has grown to a critical length the Pom1
concentration at the center of the cell is no longer sufficient to inhibit Wee1 activation
and the cells enter mitosis (Martin and Berthelot-Grosjean, 2009; Moseley et al., 2009)
Mik1 is localized to the nucleus during S-phase (Christensen et al., 2000).
Regulation of protein localization is a major component of many signal
transduction pathways. Cdc25 nuclear export is a conserved eukaryotic response to DNA
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damage, replication blocks and extracellular stress and is thought to be important for
separating the phosphatase from its substrate, Cdc2, under conditions when entering
mitosis would be hazardous to the cell. Cds1 and Chk1 phosphorylate Cdc25 in response
to DNA replication blocks, and DNA damage, respectively (Boddy et al., 1998; Furnari
et al., 1999; Zeng et al., 1998). Srk1 phosphorylates Cdc25 in response to osmotic stress
as a consequence of the activation of the Spc1 MAP kinase pathway (Lopez-Aviles et al.,
2005). Spc1 itself localizes to the nucleus upon activation (Gaits and Russell, 1999).
Checkpoint effector kinase Chk1 localizes to the nucleus following DNA damage
(Dunaway et al., 2005) while Cds1 is constitutively nuclear (Brondello et al., 1999).
During nuclear import, proteins containing a Nuclear Localization Signal (NLS)
interact with a class of proteins called importins, or karyopherins, which facilitate
transport through the nuclear pore. In the so-called “classical” mode of transport the
cargo binds to an importin-α which in turn binds an importin-β and the complex is
imported as a heterotrimer following binding of the nuclear pore by the importin-β.
Direct interaction between cargo and importin-β is also possible and is referred to as
“non-classical” import (reviewed by Gorlich and Kutay, 1999). A number of cargos
including several transcription factors and cyclinB1 have been shown to undergo nonclassical import (Chan et al., 1998; Forwood et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2003; Moore et al.,
1999; Nagoshi et al., 1999). S. pombe possesses two importin-α homologues, Cut15 and
Imp1 (Matsusaka et al., 1998; Umeda et al., 2005), while Saccharomyces cerevisiae has
only one, SRP1 (Loeb et al., 1995). Thirteen karyopherins have been identified in
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budding yeast (Wozniak et al., 1998) and a similar number of karypherin entries exist in
the S. pombe gene database; although many of these have been identified solely based on
sequence similarity. However, as nuclear export factors such as Crm1 are also classified
as karyopherins it is not certain how many of these are involved in transport in each
direction. Systematic analysis of protein localization in S. pombe has shown that
approximately 2,200 proteins show nuclear localization (Matsuyama et al., 2006). A
large proportion of these exceed the maximum size for diffusion through the nuclear pore
and must be actively imported. However, the number of proteins for which a specific
importin-β has been identified is very small.
We previously showed that Sal3 importin-β was required for nuclear import of the
Cdc25 phosphatase in fission yeast (Chua et al., 2002). However, at the time of
publication we were unable to demonstrate a physical interaction between these two
proteins. Here we report that Cdc25 binds physically interacts with the Sal3 importin-β.
Additionally we have found that Cdc25 is phosphorylated during laboratory manipulation
of cell cultures which may have foiled our previous attempts to show this interaction.
This finding has profound implications and may require revision of the scientific
literature with respect to Cdc25 phosphorylation during interphase, and 14-3-3 binding in
unperturbed cells.
4.3 Materials and Methods:
4.3.1 General Cell Culture Techniques
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Cell culturing and manipulation was conducted as described in Chapter 2. A list of
strains utilized in this work can be found in Table 4.1
4.3.2 Microscopy
Microscopy and image acquisition were performed as described in Chapter 2.
4.3.3 Total Protein Preparation, SDS PAGE and Western Blotting
These techniques were preformed as per Chapter 2
4.3.4 Immunoprecipitation
A three liter culture of fission yeast cells was grown in YEA at 30°C to a density
of approximately 5x106 cells/ml. Rapid cooling to 0°C was achieved by adding crushed
frozen YEA (approximate volume of 350 ml) and shaking briefly. Cells were pelleted by
centrifugation at 5000 RPM and washed in 10 ml of homogenization buffer (HB: 25 mM
MOPS pH 7.5, 60 mM β-glycerolphosphate, 15 mM MgCl, 15 mM EGTA, 1% Triton X100. 15 mM p-nitrophenyl phosphate, 1 mM DTT, 100 µM sodium vanadate,
supplemented with 1 mM PMSF and Roche Complete Protease Inhibitors) and pelleted
by centrifugation at 3000 rpm. Cells were resuspended to a total volume of 8 ml and
transferred in 1 ml aliquots into 2 ml screw top microfuge tubes. Glass beads were added
to nearly the top of the tube, and the cells were lysed using a bead beater in six to eight
cycles of one minute breakage, one minute in ice/water slurry. Lysis was monitored by
microscopic examination using phase contrast and continued until approximately 80%
breakage was observed. The bead/lysate slurry from each tube was pooled in one 50 ml
conical bottom tube and the lysate was extracted several times with 2 ml of HB buffer
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Table 4.1: Strains used in this study
Number

Genotype

Source

Q3762

cdc25-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32 h-

this study

Q3792

cdc25(9A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32 h+

this study

Q3852

cdc25(12A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32 h-

this study

Q2105

cdc25-6HA sal3-GFPint sal3::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32

Chua et al
(2002)

Q3871

cdc25-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ sal3::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32

this study

Q3864

cdc25(9A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ sal3::ura4+ ura4-D18

this study

leu1-32
Q3863

cdc25(12A)-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ sal3::ura4+ ura4-D18

this study

leu1-32
Q3931

cdc25-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ sal3::ura4+ srk1::kanMX6

this study

ura4-D18 leu1-32
Q3934

srk1::kanMX6

Bioneer
Deletion set

BF1907

cdc25:6HA

Lopez-Girona
et al (1997)

Q3820

cdc25-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ chk1::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32

this study

Q3819

cdc25-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ cds1::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32

this study

Q3886

cdc25-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ chk1::ura4+ cds1::ura4+ ura4-

this study
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D18 leu1-32
Q3980

cdc25-GFPint cdc25::ura4+ chk1::ura4+ cds1::ura4+
srk1::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32

this study

Q3771

cdc25-GFPint spc1::ura4+ ura4-D18 leu1-32

this study

Q3799

cdc25-GFPint rad1-1 ura4-D18 leu1-32

this study
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transferred using a Pasteur pipette until a total volume of approximately 12 ml was
recovered. The lysate was transferred in 1 ml aliquots to microfuge tubes and
centrifuged for 10 minutes at 13,000 RPM at 4°C to remove cellular debris. The lysate
was further cleared by centrifugation at 100,000 RPM for 20 minutes in a Beckman
Optima TL ultracentrifuge. Lysate was then pooled and the protein concentration
determined. A small sample was taken at this point, mixed with 4x SDS Loading Buffer
and boiled for 5 minutes. Lysate was pre-cleared for one hour using 50 µl of Fast Flow
Protein-G Sepharose (GE Healthcare) beads which had been washed twice with 1 ml of
HB buffer. The beads were then removed by centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 5 minutes
and the lysate split in two parts of equal volume, one for the immunoprecipitation and
one to serve as the beads only control. To the “immunoprecipitation” tube was added 20
µl of rabbit anti-GFP polyclonal antibody (Invitrogen) and both tubes were incubated at
4°C for two hours with end over end rotation. To both tubes of lysate was then added 50
µl of washed protein-G beads followed by one hour of incubation at 4°C. The beads
were then pelleted by centrifugation at 3000 RPM for 5 minutes and washed six times
with 1 ml of HB buffer. The beads and immune complexes were separated by addition of
40 µl of 0.2 M glycine pH 2.2 incubated 15 minutes at 4°C. The beads were pelleted and
supernatant transferred to a new tube containing 2 µl of a saturated Tris solution to
neutralize the pH. The immune complexes were then denatured by addition of 4x SDS
loading buffer and boiling for 5 minutes.
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4.4 Results:
4.4.1 Cdc25 co-immunoprecipitates with Sal3.
During preparation of our previous manuscript we were unable to show
interaction between Cdc25 and Sal3 by either immunoprecipitation or yeast two-hybrid
analysis (Chua et al., 2002). In light of results showing extracellular stress results in
Cdc25 phosphorylation by Srk1 (Lopez-Aviles et al., 2005) we re-visited the question of
Cdc25-Sal3 interaction in fission yeast. Cdc25C has been shown to interact with both
importin-α and importin-β in a heterotrimer, and importin-β alone (Schwindling et al.,
2004). This interaction is negatively regulated by phosphorylation of T236 near the
Cdc25C nuclear localization signal, by Casein Kinase 2 (CK2) (Schwindling et al., 2004).
Non-classical import of parathyroid hormone-related protein has also been shown to be
inhibited by phosphorylation (Cingolani et al., 2002). As cold stress and centrifugation
have been shown to result in activation of the Spc1 kinase pathway (Soto et al., 2002;
Soto et al., 2007) we wondered if our method for harvesting cells for
immunoprecipitation was inadvertently causing a stress response and foiling our attempts
to show interaction. Culture flasks containing logarithmically growing S. pombe cultures
are commonly placed in an ice-water bath to chill the cells prior to harvesting by
centrifugation. In our hands this causes hyperphosphorylation and retardation of Cdc25
electrophoretic mobility to a similar extent as incubating with 0.6M KCl for 15 minutes.
If cultures are rapidly chilled by addition of crushed frozen YEA this Cdc25
phosphorylation is prevented (Figure 4.1A). Indeed if cultures expressing Cdc25-HA and
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Figure 4.1: Sal3 physically interacts with Cdc25-GFP.
A. Chilling cultures by placing the flasks in an ice bath results in Cdc25 phosphorylation.
cdc25-GFPint and cdc25(9A)-GFPint were either chilled immediately by addition of
crushed frozen YEA, placing in a vessel full of ice for 15 minutes, or treated with 0.6M
KCl for 15 minutes followed by chilling with crushed frozen medium. Cells were then
harvested by centrifugation, lysed and analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Western blot analysis
was conducted using mouse anti-GFP primary and goat anti-mouse secondary antibodies.
B. Cdc25 interacts with Sal3 by immunoprecipitation. Sal3-GFP immune complexes
were extracted from a Sal3-GFP Cdc25-HA protein lysate using rabbit anti-GFP
antibodies and proteinG sepharose beads. Immunoprecipitates were split into two
aliquots and separated by SDS-PAGE. Western analysis was conducted using rat antiHA primary and goat anti-rat secondary antibodies to detect Cdc25 in the immune
complexes. Sal3-GFP was visualized using mouse anti-GFP primary and goat antimouse secondary antibodies.
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Sal3-GFP are rapidly chilled using YEA ice, an interaction between Cdc25 and Sal3 is
detectable (Figure 4.1B).
In our previous work we were unable to demonstrate a two hybrid interaction
between Cdc25 and Sal3 (Chua et al., 2002). If phosphorylation of Cdc25 could interfere
with the in vivo interaction we reasoned that expressing a non-phosphorylatable version
of Cdc25 might encourage interaction when expressed in budding yeast. We cloned a
mutated Cdc25 open reading frame in which either nine of twelve (“cdc25(9A)”; Zeng
and Piwnica-Worms, 1999), or all twelve in vitro Cds1 phosphorylation sites
(“cdc25(12A)” Frazer and Young, 2011 in press) in which the Cds1 targeted serine and
threonine residues were mutated to alanine, into a pACT2 vector and transformed in to
budding yeast containing pEG202-Sal3. However, we were unable to detect lacZ
activation, indicating that Cdc25 phosphorylation mutants also fail to interact with Sal3
in the budding yeast two-hybrid system (data not shown).
4.4.2 Loss of Cds1 phosphorylation sites on Cdc25 rescues the cell elongation
phenotype of Sal3.
Attachment of an SV40 NLS to Cdc25 rescues the cell elongation phenotype of
cells lacking Sal3 (Chua et al., 2002). Our work with cells expressing Cdc25(9A)-GFP
and Cdc25(12A)-GFP have shown that these phosphorylation site mutants show
increased nuclear localization, possibly by enhancing the interaction with Sal3, although
it is possible that this effect is due to increased interaction of the phosphorylation mutants
with other importins or a decrease in Rad24 binding and nuclear export. We have been
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unable to determine the Rad24 binding ability of Cdc25(9A)-GFP due to instability of the
mutant Cdc25(9A)-GFP protein in the cell lysate (data not shown) although Zeng and
Piwnica-Worms (1999) were able to show that Cdc25(9A) and Rad24 do not interact in
vitro.
In order to detect genetic interactions between Cdc25 phosphorylation mutants
and cells lacking the importin-β Sal3, cdc25-GFPint, cdc25(9A)-GFPint and cdc25(12A)GFPint were crossed into a sal3::ura4+ background, grown to mid-logarithmic phase in
rich medium, septated cell length was measured and GFP localization was examined by
fluorescent microscopy. Figure 4.2A shows that cdc25(9A)-GFPint and cdc25(12A)GFPint are able to partially suppress the elongation phenotype of sal3::ura4+.
Examination of GFP fluorescence in these same cultures shows clearly that Cdc25-GFP
is excluded from the nucleus in a sal3::ura4+ background. However, Cdc25(9A)-GFP
appears to be able to enter the nucleus, although to a lower degree than in cells
expressing sal3+ (Figure 4.2B). Strikingly, Cdc25(12A)-GFP, and to a lesser extent
Cdc25(9A)-GFP, are found prominently localized in the nuclei of cells in late mitosis,
and those undergoing septation, but not in G2 cells. This effectively reverses the pattern
of accumulation seen in sal3+ cells, where maximal levels of Cdc25 accumulation and
nuclear localization occur during G2. Thus, Cdc25 phosphorylation mutants are actively
imported by an alternative pathway during late mitosis. Sal3 may be required to import
proteins involved in Cdc25 destruction after anaphase. Examination of relative protein
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Figure 4.2: cdc25(9A)-GFPint and cdc25(12A)-GFPint phosphorylation mutants
rescue the cell size phenotype of Sal3.
Logarithmically growing cells of the genotypes indicated were photographed and their
cell length measured (A, n=27 to 33 cells per strain), imaged by fluorescent microscopy
(B) or processed for SDS-PAGE and analyzed by western blotting using mouse anti-GFP
primary and goat anti-mouse HRP secondary (C). (D). Logarithmically growing cultures
of the genotypes indicated were prepared for SDS-PAGE and analyzed by western blot as
in C.
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levels in the same strain shows that Cdc25-GFP is heavily phosphorylated and
accumulates in a manner reminiscent of the stockpiling effect observed for Cdc25
following checkpoint arrest (Kovelman and Russell, 1996; Figure 4.2C). This suggests
that Cdc25 phosphorylation and cytoplasmic localization interferes with its programmed
proteolysis in anaphase. Deleting srk1 in a cdc25-GFPint sal3::ura4+ background results
in elimination of Cdc25-GFP phosphorylation (Figure 4.2D). Cdc25(9A)-GFP and
Cdc25(12A)-GFP are present at a greater level in a sal3::ura4+ background, but not to the
extent seen for Cdc25-GFP and also without hyper-phosphorylation, indicating that this
phosphorylation occurs on the nine sites in the amino half of the phosphatase.

4.4.3 Cells lacking Sal3 are sensitive to stress, growth at high temperature, DNA
damage, and replication blocks.
In light of the genetic interaction observed between Cdc25 phosphorylation
mutants and sal3:ura4+, and the damage and stress sensitivity of the former, we
examined the sensitivity of sal3::ura4+ to stress and DNA damage/replication checkpoint
activation. When sal3::ura4+ is grown on YEA plates containing 5 mM of the
ribonucleotide reductase inhibitor hydroxyurea (HU) it shows a sensitivity to replication
arrest which is simply additive with the sensitivity shown by cdc25(9A)-GFPint and
cdc25(12A)-GFPint (Figure 4.3A), but does not result in bypass of the checkpoint arrest
(Figure 4.3B).
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Figure 4.3: cdc25(9A)-GFPint and cdc25(12A)-GFPint phosphorylation mutants do
not rescue the cdr phenotype or osmotic/temperature stress and replication arrest
sensitivity of sal3::ura4+.
A-C plate dilution assays of strains and conditions indicated. Logarithmically growing
cultures were diluted to 1x106 cells per ml and serially diluted, then small aliquots plated.
Plates were incubated at 30C for several days, or at the temperature indicated. D
Logarithmically growing cultures were washed several times in EMM-N, the serially
diluted and plated as in “A-C”. Colonies were photographed after 16 hours of growth.
E. Logarithmically growing cultures were exposed to 15 mM hydroxyurea at time 0 and
sampled at two hour intervals. Samples were methanol fixed, DAPI stained and the
proportion of cut nuclei determined.
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In addition to the cold sensitivity previously noted for cells lacking sal3+ (Thuriaux et al.,
1976) this strain also shows a growth defect at higher temperatures, again not influenced
by the expression of Cdc25 phosphorylation mutants (Figure 4.3C). Cells lacking sal3
show a profound sensitivity to osmotic stress when grown on YEA plates containing 2.4
M sorbitol (Figure 4.3D). Expression of Cdc25(9A)-GFP or Cdc25(12A)-GFP neither
increases or decreases this sensitivity, which is nearly as great as cells missing the stress
activated MAP kinase Spc1.
The enhanced nuclear localization of Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP does
not rescue the cdr (changed division response) phenotype of sal3::ura4+ (Figure 4.3E).
Overexpressing proteins which enhance Cdc2 tyrosine15 dephosphorylation, such as
Cdc25, Cdr1 and Pyp3 have been shown to rescue the cdr phenotype of Sal3 (Chua et al.,
2002). This suggests that although the Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP are able to
enter the nucleus in cells lacking Sal3 this does not affect Cdc2 activation.
4.4.4 Cdc25 is not negatively regulated by Chk1, Cds1 or Srk1 phosphorylation
during unperturbed cell cycles
It has been previously reported that overexpression of Chk1 in both fission yeast
(Baber-Furnari et al., 2000) and Xenopus (Kumagai et al., 1998) results in a G2/M delay.
But this does not prove that Chk1 phosphorylates Cdc25 in S. pombe interphase; the lack
of cell cycle phenotype of chk1::ura4+ supports this. To determine whether the Cdc25
kinases Srk1, Chk1 or Cds1 phosphorylate Cdc25 during unperturbed growth protein
lysates were prepared using the crushed ice method discussed above. Deletion of Srk1,
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Chk1 or Cds1 individually does not grossly affect the electrophoretic mobility of Cdc25
(Figure 4.4). Likewise, deletion of both Chk1 and Cds1 simultaneously, or all three
kinases does not result in any apparent change in Cdc25 phosphorylation state.
4.5 Discussion:
In light of recent findings showing that Srk1kinase is activated by the SAPK
pathway and targets Cdc25, we began to wonder if laboratory manipulation, specifically,
chilling and concentrating cell cultures for biochemical analysis, was foiling our previous
attempts to show an interaction between Cdc25 and Sal3 (Chua et al., 2002). The process
of concentrating cells and resuspending them in a smaller volume for lysis seems trivial
except that cold temperature and centrifugation have recently been shown to result in a
stress response (Soto et al., 2002; Soto et al., 2007). Placing a flask of growing cells into
a container of ice or ice/water slurry brings the temperature of the culture down to 4°C
within minutes, but still leaves a window where SAPK activation is possible. Another
common method involves centrifuging cultures at room temperature, then resuspending
cells in ice cold buffer. This method is dually problematic as the sheer forces involved in
centrifugation causes significant stress to the cell, and resuspending cells with cold buffer
in a warm bottle results in an intermediate temperature where a stress response is
possible. The latter method was used in cell preparation during preparation of a report
showing that Cdc25 is phosphorylated and interacts with the 14-3-3 homologue Rad24
independent of DNA damage or Cds1 and Chk1 function (Chen et al., 1999). The
addition of frozen, crushed cubes of growth medium directly to a culture prior to
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Figure 4.4: Deletion of Srk1, Cds1, or Chk1 does not grossly affect Cdc25
phosphorylation during unpurturbed growth.
Strains indicated were grown in YEA, harvested during logarithmic growth and
processed for SDS-PAGE and western blot analysis using mouse anti-GFP primary and
goat anti-mouse HRP secondary.
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centrifugation effectively prevents stress induced Cdc25 phosphorylation during lysate
preparation for western blot analysis.
Cdc25-GFP protein lysates prepared with the crushed, frozen medium method
show no change in phosphorylation when Srk1, Cds1, Chk1, or combinations thereof, are
missing. Cells lacking rad24 divide at a significantly smaller size than wildtype
indicating an advancement of mitotic entry, but expressing Cdc25(9A)-GFP and
Cdc25(12A)-GFP divide at a normal cell size, or very slightly elongated size,
respectively. If rad24+ binding during an unperturbed cell cycle were required for the
negative regulation of Cdc25 one would predict these phosphorylation mutants would
divide at a smaller size, similar to cells lacking Rad24 itself. Neither srk1::kanMX6,
cds1::ura4+ nor chk1::ura4+ show a reduction in cell size at division indicating that in
the absence of their Cdc25 phosphorylation, and presumably Rad24 binding, mitosis is
not advanced. It may be that the small cell size observed in cells lacking Rad24 is due to
failure to regulate the localization of some substrate besides Cdc25. The nuclear
localization of Clp1 is regulated by Rad24 binding; cells missing Clp1 are semi-wee with
respect to size at division (Cueille et al., 2001; Mishra et al., 2005).
The localization of Cdc25(12A)-GFP in a sal3::ura4+ background is strikingly
similar to that of Cdc25 in cells lacking the Clp1 phosphatase. Clp1 has been shown to
dephosphorylate the Cdc2 targeted residues on Cdc25 at mitotic exit, resulting in Cdc25
deactivation and degradation. This suggests that Clp1 binding to Cdc25 at mitotic exit
requires C-terminal phosphorylation, and to a lesser degree those sites located in the N122

terminal regulatory region of Cdc25. It is possible that Sal3 is required for Clp1 nuclear
import, but if this was the sole cause of this aberrant Cdc25 localization one would also
expect Cdc25-GFP to also localize to the nucleus in late mitosis in a sal3::ura4+
background. That Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP are able to enter the nucleus at
all in a sal3::ura4+ background shows that an alternate Cdc25 import mechanism is at
work during this period of the cell cycle. In addition to failing to be imported, Cdc25GFP accumulates to a much greater level in cells lacking sal3+ and is
hyperphosphorylated. This suggests that nuclear localization of the phosphatase during
mitosis is a pre-requisite for its degradation as the cell exit mitosis. Alternately,
cytoplasmic localization of Cdc25 may interfere with the dephosphorylation of Cdc2
targeted sites by Clp1which is required for the late mitosis destabilization of Cdc25
(Wolfe and Gould, 2004). If phosphorylation of Cdc25-GFP and/or 14-3-3 binding is
obscuring the endogenous Cdc25 NES this would explain why Cdc25(9A)-GFP and
Cdc25(12A)-GFP are localized to the nucleus in sal3- cells, but Cdc25-GFP is not. The
enhanced localization of Cdc25(12A)-GFP suggests that the C-terminal phosphorylation
sites negatively regulate Cdc25 import, or potentially enhance export from the nucleus by
Crm1. Cdc25 does not have an obvious leucine rich nuclear export signal which has led
to the suggestion that Rad24 functions as an attachable NES for the phosphatase (LopezGirona et al., 1999). However, it could be that an atypical NES exists in the extreme Cterminus of the protein.
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The cell size phenotype of sal3::ura4+ can be suppressed by expressing Cdc25
phosphorylation mutants where some or all of the 12 S/T Cds1 phosphorylation sites
have been substituted to alanine. A similar suppression has been observed where the
nuclear localization of Cdc25 is forced by addition of the SV-40 NLS which results in its
import by the classical import pathway (Chua et al., 2002). However, the cdr phenotype
of sal3::ura4+ is unaffected, suggesting that this phenotype is due to the failure to import
some other protein besides Cdc25.
Cdc25 is phosphorylated in a Srk1 dependent manner when nuclear localization is
inhibited by loss of Sal3. It appears that this is not a result of SAPK activation per se as
one would expect to see an acclimatization effect where sal3::ura4+ would be more
resistant to the additional stressors than sal3+. Examination of the stress sensitivity of
sal3::ura4+ shows that it is sensitive to osmotic stress and growth at elevated
temperatures. However, as Sal3 is likely involved in the import of a suite of cellular
factors, it may be that a stress acclimatization effect is masked by aspects of a pleotropic
phenotype.
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Chapter 5:
General Discussion
The results discussed in this thesis clarify our understanding of the regulation of
Cdc25 phosphatase.
First, I have demonstrated that phosphorylation and nuclear export of Cdc25 are
not required for enforcement of the DNA replication checkpoint as mitotic entry is
prevented through activation of Mik1. When phosphorylation of Cdc25 is prevented by
mutagenizing the N-terminal S/T residues, the protein becomes unstable following
replication checkpoint arrest. Expression of Cdc25 that is forced into the nucleus by
addition of an SV-40 NLS likewise does not result in checkpoint bypass. In cells lacking
Mik1, Cdc25-NLS causes a profound checkpoint defect, approaching the severity of
rad1-1. Checkpoint proficiency of Cdc25-NLS is not due to inhibition of Cdc25 itself,
but suppression of mitotic entry by Mik1. The work presented in this thesis clearly shows
that there is enough redundancy in enforcement of the replication checkpoint to
compensate for the presence of unphosphorylatable and/or constitutively nuclear Cdc25.
The findings of Zeng and Piwnica-Worms (1999) where Cdc25(9A) expressed from
pREP81 was shown to bypass the replication checkpoint, were due to overexpression of
the phosphorylation mutant, in excess of what the cell was able to dispose of.
Secondly, the work presented here shows that putative phosphorylation sites in
the C-terminus of Cdc25 are required for maintenance, but not establishment of the DNA
damage checkpoint. These sites are also as important as the nine amino-terminal sites in
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maintenance of the DNA replication checkpoint in cells lacking Mik1. However, the
stability of Cdc25(Ct-3A)-GFP is not affected by those mutations, indicating that this
novel form of regulation is a function of phosphorylation in the amino terminal
regulatory domain of the phosphatase. Mutation of the nine amino-terminal residues
results in a slow loss of viability following chronic exposure to hydroxyurea. The three
additional c-terminal mutations in cdc25(12A)-GFPint results in a subtle mitotic exit
defect and further affects the viability of this strain over that seen in cdc25(9A)-GFPint.
The destruction of Cdc25 is likely mediated by the proteasome and requires a functional
replication checkpoint.
Finally, I have shown that Sal3 and Cdc25 co-immunoprecipitate. This clarifies
our previous work on the import of Cdc25 by the importin-β. In cells lacking sal3 I have
shown that Cdc25 is phosphorylated by the SAPK activated Srk1 kinase. In the absence
of Srk1 phosphorylation, and import by Sal3, Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP
show nuclear accumulation during late mitosis and G1 suggesting the existence of a
second Cdc25 import pathway.
5.1 3. Future Directions:
There are several areas arising from this work that are open to future
experimentation. As Cdc25 homologues play such a critical role in the cell cycle, study
of this protein in fission yeast continues to have potential applications to the study of cell
division in vertebrate cells, and in cancer cell biology.
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The results of experiments with the mts2-1 allele reported here implicate
ubiquitination and destruction in the negative regulation of Cdc25 mutants lacking the
amino-terminal Cds1 phosphorylation sites. However, due to the pleotropic nature of the
mts2-1 phenotype at the restrictive temperature the experiments shown here represent
only partial deactivation of the proteasome. Due to the large number of proteins that are
routed through the proteasome by programmed ubiquitination the terminal phenotype of
proteasome and ubiquitin ligase mutants are difficult to interpret. For a more focused
examination it would be worthwhile to identify the critical lysine for ubiquitin chain
attachment in Cdc25. Unfortunately, there is no clear consensus for target lysines, and
little information on the binding characteristics of E3 ligases, to guide this work. The
exception being DEAD and KEN boxes for recognition by the APC, of which S. pombe
Cdc25 has no obvious examples. The critical lysine has also not been determined in
vertebrate homologues of Cdc25. Should this information emerge, the degree of
divergence in amino acid sequence between yeast and more complex organisms may
make extension of this finding to fission yeast impossible. An attractive model for the
effect of mutating residues in the regulatory domain of Cdc25 is that phosphorylation
may obscure either the protein binding interface recognized by the E3 ubiquitin ligase, or
the critical lysine. This would also account for the accumulation of Cdc25 protein
following replication arrest which has been referred to as “stockpiling” in the literature.
The appearance of genome assemblies of other members of the Schizosaccharomycete
group in public databases may assist in narrowing down the search. A multiple
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alignment between the Cdc25 peptides of S. pombe, S. japonicus, S. octosporus and S.
cryophilus shows the presence of only two lysine residues conserved between all 4
species within the region containing the nine phosphorylation sites in the regulatory
domain, and an additional lysine five residues upstream of S99.
Mutation of Cds1, or upstream checkpoint components Rad3 and Rad1 suggests
that some of the degradation of Cdc25(9A)-GFP and Cdc25(12A)-GFP following
replication arrest is checkpoint mediated. In the past decade the list of Cds1 substrates
has increased dramatically. Transcriptional activation of START genes by Cds1
mediated phosphorylation of Cdc10 and Rep2 is clearly evident from the upregulation of
ribonucleotide reductase subunit Cdc22 following replication arrest. Another possibility
is brought to light by recent findings that Cds1 phosphorylates the Clp1 phosphatase.
Clp1 activity has also been shown to affect the stability of Cdc25 through ubiquitination
(Wolfe et al., 2004). However, Clp1 is reported to be involved in reversing the
activating Cdc2 phosphorylations on Cdc25 following mitotic entry. Interestingly,
examination of multiple alignments of Cdc25 homologues in the Schizosacchaomycete
group, and in a broader range of Ascomycete fungi shows that several S/TP motifs,
including one very good Cdc2 consensus (TPRR) are present just upstream of S99.
Preliminary mutagenesis experiments have shown that cells expressing
Cdc25(S84A,T87A)-GFP from the native promoter are unable to initiate mitosis (data not
shown). Three lysine residues conserved in Schizosaccharomycetes reside upstream of
these sites, the most proximal being six residues from S84. Additionally, conserved
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lysine residues are found just downstream of S148 and S204/206 which could be
obscured by Cdc25 phosphorylation and/or 14-3-3 binding. Thus the degradation of
Cdc25 phosphorylation mutants lacking the nine amino-terminal phosphorylation sites
could be a result of leaving these sites accessible to ubiquitin ligases following
checkpoint activation.
Several of the S/T phosphorylation sites targeted by Cds1 are not well conserved
in Schizosaccharomycetes, or Ascomycetes in general, suggesting that these may not be
physiologically relevant. S99, S192, and S359 are well conserved and were shown to be
the primary Cds1 target sites (Furnari et al., 1999; Zeng et al., 1998). Mutating just S99
has been shown to affect the replication checkpoint in a mik1- background (Furnari et al.,
1999). It may be fruitful to individually remove S/T sites to determine which sites, or
how many sites, account for the effects seen in the work presented here. The same could
be said for the three carboxy-terminal sites. What are the relative contributions of T561,
S567 and T569 in the replication and DNA damage checkpoints? T561 is conserved in
the Schizosaccharomycetes genomes sequenced to date, but in fungi in general, or in
higher eukaryotes.
The selection of sites for mutagenesis in this work was guided by in vitro findings
using Cds1. However, it is not known how many of these sites are actually utilized in
vivo, and whether Chk1 possesses the same profile of phosphorylation. Both Cds1 and
Chk1 recognize the same core RxxS/T motif, but differ slightly in preference for
surrounding residues. The CamKII homologue Srk1 likely has similar site specificity to
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mammalian Calmodulin kinases, which also uses a core consensus containing RxxS/T
(Pearson et al., 1985) and have been shown to phosphorylate vertebrate Cdc25
homologues (Hutchins et al., 2003). This question could possibly be answered by
immunoprecipitating Cdc25 following replication arrest, DNA damage and extracellular
stress, and then identifying phosphorylated residues by mass spectroscopy.
Although 14-3-3 proteins generally prefer binding to phosphorylated motifs, it
could be there is some interaction between these proteins and Cdc25(9A). There are
some examples of 14-3-3 binding to unphosphorylated peptides in the literature (Masters
et al., 1999). Based on the results of Zeng and Piwnica-Worms (1999) showing that
Cdc25(9A) does not bind Rad24 in vitro, one would predict that there would be no in
vivo binding. Unfortunately, attempts to immunoprecipitate Cdc25(9A)-GFP have been
unsuccessful as the protein is unstable and degrades during the protocol, so this question
remains un-answered at present.
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